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Foreword by AJI 

aw Number 40 of 1999 concerning the Press has been in effect for 

more than 23 years. On paper, this law guarantees journalists 

independence in carrying out their duties. However, the practice of 

violence, ranging from intimidation to the killing of journalists because of the 

news, continues. Impunity or the practice of omission of law for perpetrators 

of violence against journalists also persists in Indonesia. 

The Alliance of Independent Journalists (Indonesian: Aliansi Jurnalis 

Independen, abbreviated as AJI) recorded nine cases of journalist deaths, 

most of which were categorized as dark numbers. Respectively: Fuad 

Muhammad Syafruddin alias Udin (1996), Naimullah (1997), Agus 

Mulyawan (1999), M. Jamal (2003), Ersa Siregar (2003), Herliyanto (2006), 

Ardiansyah Matrais Wibisono (2010), Anak Agung Prabangsa (2009) and 

Alfrets Mirulewan (2010). Only one murder case has the 

perpetrator prosecuted. 

No press organization has a solid record or at least knows the latest 

developments of these nine murder cases against journalists. The information 

circulating about this case is still confusing. According to the Press Council, 

the Agus Mulyawan case had been handled in Timor Leste. However, there is 

no detailed data on the legal process against the perpetrators. 

Therefore, AJI Indonesia considers it necessary to conduct further research 

on the status of eight of the nine cases categorized as dark number cases. The 

results of the research from several researchers are then poured into the book 

you are holding, titled "Died by the News: The Story of the Death of Nine 

Indonesian Journalists". 

This research is meant to inform the public and stakeholders about the most 

recent developments in the legal process for the murder cases of these 

journalists. In this way, the memory of this incident will be preserved, and 

the authorities will be aware that there are still unsolved murder cases until 

today. 

As for AJI and other press communities, this book can be a reference and 

advocacy resource for the resolution of the dark number case. The dream 

result is how law enforcement officers bring the perpetrators of murder to 
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justice. This legal process is designed to ensure that the victim and the 

victim's family get justice. It is hoped that the punishment of the murderers 

would serve as a deterrence, preventing such incidents in the future. 

 

AJI Indonesia would like to thank Internews and USAID for supporting this 

research project until it is published as a book. We hope that this kind of 

collaboration will continue to help the realization of complete press freedom 

in Indonesia. Because there is no democracy without press freedom. 

 

Happy reading. 

 

 

 

Chairman of AJI Indonesia 

Sasmito 
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Shinta Maharani. She is now the president of the Yogyakarta Alliance of 

Independent Journalists (AJI) and a Tempo Correspondent. She enjoys 

reading books, watching movies, dancing, working out, and traveling. 

 

 

 

 

 

eing involved in writing a book about journalists who died in the 

course of their journalistic work was very important to me as part of 

the fight against the practice of impunity to kill journalists. 

Recollecting information, interviewing several sources, and rereading a book 

about Udin that was previously written as material for writing a book is part 

of reminding law enforcers and the government who are most responsible for 

solving the case. 

 

There have not been many findings or new things while working on this 

report because the murder case of Fuad M. Syafruddin alias Udin occurred 

26 years ago. Some people have even forgotten about the case. Udin's wife, 

Marsiyem, appears to be skeptical of law enforcement officers' commitment 

to solving the problem. The police consider Udin's case to be out of date and 

will not resume the investigation. In fact, the Udin case is an example of the 

corrupt and authoritarian New Order power's ruthlessness. 

 

The journalist community considers Udin's murder to be related to his 

critical writings against the corrupt Bantul rulers. The writing of this book is 

an attempt for journalists to speak out against injustice and attacks on 

journalistic work. Fighting violence against journalists requires sufficient 

knowledge and energy, as well as consistency and determination. 
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1.  
Fuad M. Syafruddin (1996) 

After the Regent’s Bribery News 
  

 

  

arsiyem still remembers that night vividly. On August 13, 1996, 

two tall and muscular people came to the house which also doubles 

as a studio in Samalo Hamlet, Patalan, Bantul, Special Region of 

Yogyakarta. Those people said that they were looking for her husband, 

Bernas journalist Fuad M. Syafruddin, also known as Udin. 

 

Marsiyem opened the door and went straight into the house to continue 

ironing. Udin met the two strangers. Marsiyem soon heard a commotion 

outside the house. Marsiyem immediately rushed out and found her husband 

already lying on the ground. 

 

 
 

Marsiyem, Udin's wife, at her home in Bantul, Yogyakarta. 

Photo. AJI Yogyakarta Documentation 
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The unknown guests struck an iron rod the size of a thumb with a length of 

about 50 centimeters against Udin's head. Udin's ears, nose, and temples were 

bleeding. He collapsed and was in a coma. Udin was immediately rushed to 

Panembahan Bantul Hospital before being transferred to Yogyakarta 

Bethesda Hospital for intensive treatment. 

 

Her husband's injuries were very serious. "The doctor said that his life would 

not be saved," said Marsiyem remembering the incident when she was met at 

her house in Trirenggo Village, Bantul, Tuesday, May 17, 2022. The doctor 

was unable to stop the heavy bleeding on his husband's head. Udin breathed 

his last on Friday, August 16, 1996, at 16.50 WIB. 

 

*** 

 

Udin has worked as a journalist since 1986. The man born in Bantul, on 

February 18, 1964, became a journalist after leaving college at the Tarbiyah 

Faculty of the Indonesian Islamic University in Yogyakarta. The poor 

economic condition made Udin's family unable to pay for his education. He 

dropped out of college. 

 

Udin decided to apply for a job as a journalist at Bernas, a daily newspaper in 

Yogyakarta. Since he was a student, Udin really enjoyed the world of 

writing. He often sent articles to Bernas. Before being accepted as a 

journalist, Udin worked as a land contractor, helping his father. 

 

As a teenager, Udin actually dreamed of becoming a soldier. But he failed in 

registration after completing his education at the Madrasah Aliyah Negeri 

Sabdodadi Bantul. Apparently, fate had other plans. It was his failure to enlist 

in the army that then paved his way as a journalist. 

 

Udin had spent most of his time in front of a typewriter since 1985. In 1995, 

he started using a dilapidated computer. To earn additional income, in 1990 

Udin started a photo studio business with Marsiyem. Honor as a journalist, 

once every two weeks, at that time was only Rp300 thousand. 

 

This couple took a photo service business opportunity for their wedding 

needs and school diplomas. The photo studio originally belonged to Udin's 

brother, which was about to be closed. Udin then replaced him. Udin paid the 

rent in installments. The photo studio was named Kresna, after the couple's 

child, Zulaika Kresna. 
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For the studio's needs, there were assets in the form of five Pentax cameras 

and photo printing washing equipment. Udin bought the cameras from his 

savings while he was a journalist. He bought the cameras from a friend who 

also works as a journalist. The price of the camera ranged from 600 thousand 

to 900 thousand rupiahs. 

 

It was from this photo effort that Udin was able to fulfill his life's needs. 

Marsiyem told me that their daily income is 20 thousand rupiahs. For a one-

time service, their photo print washing service cost Rp700. Udin and 

Marsiyem run this business enthusiastically. Udin was in charge of taking 

pictures, Marsiyem helped to wash the photo prints. 

 

It was in the 4x10 square meter house that Udin spent part of his life with his 

family. Using an old computer with a script kept on a diskette, the father of 

two wrote his stories, including some corruption cases involving the Regent 

of Bantul, Sri Roso Sudarmo. 

 

Marsiyem kept news clippings written by Udin in the Bernas Daily. Various 

themes were written. One of them was about the alleged bribery and 

corruption in the succession of the Bantul Regent Sri Roso Sudarmo. This 

news was later believed to be the cause of Udin's death. 

 

On May 15, 1996, Udin wrote about the candidacy of the Bantul regent with 

the title “Many Invisible Hands Affect Nominations”. Then on May 29, 

1996, he also wrote a news story with the title "DPRD Bantul Receives 

Anonymous Letter". The news explained that one of the candidates 

reportedly gave assistance of Rp1 billion. 
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Fuad M. Syafruddin's grave in Bantul, Yogyakarta.  

Photo: AJI Yogyakarta Documentation 

 

Another issue that Udin wrote about was the campaign of the Bantul Regent 

Sri Roso in front of the village head on 5 July 1996. In the report, the Bantul 

Regent stated that the main task of the village head was to win 200 percent of 

the votes for Golkar. Other news was about a cut in funds from the 

Presidential Instruction on Disadvantaged Villages (Indonesian: Inpres Desa 

Tertinggal, abbreviated as IDT). This news was published on July 26, 1996, 

with the title "IDT Funds Are Only Given Half". 

 

Udin's courage in writing on corruption issues was acknowledged by the 

editor of Bernas, Heru Prasetya. In one of the discussions held by the 

Alliance of Independent Journalists (AJI) Yogyakarta, Heru said, Udin wrote 

anything, including corruption. In fact, at that time, not all journalists had the 

guts to do it. "Nowadays, writing about corruption and investigations is a 

common thing," said Heru. 

 

One of the corruption cases that Udin wrote about was the Parangtritis 

megaproject. Ahead of the election of a new regent that year, Udin wrote 

about Sri Roso who would give a tribute of Rp1 billion to the Dharmais 
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Foundation led by President Suharto. The goal was for Sri Roso to reclaim 

his position as regent of Bantul. 

 

Some of the headlines written by Udin were “Three Colonels Liven up the 

Bantul Regent Candidate Exchange”, “Bantul Regent Candidate Nomination: 

Many Invisible Hands Affect Nominations”, “In Karangtengah Imogiri 

Village, IDT Funds Are Only Given Half”, and “Tears  Filled the Emptying 

of Parangtritis”. 

 

The case of the alleged bribe of Rp1 billion from Sri Roso to the Dharmais 

Foundation was the news that caught the public's attention the most. The 

news was said to have enraged Sri Roso as well. After the news was 

published, Sri Roso convened a meeting of Bantul Regency Government 

employees. 

 

The evidence regarding Sri Roso's alleged bribery was in the form of a sealed 

handwritten letter. The letter, dated April 2, 1996, contained a statement of 

Sri Roso's willingness to donate Rp1 billion after serving as the Regent of 

Bantul for the second term (since 1996). He was finally sentenced to nine 

months in prison for this case on July 2, 1999. 

 

Sri Roso was also reportedly furious when Udin wrote about the IDT funding 

cut. According to Marsiyem, while writing about the 1 billion bribe case, 

Udin received anonymous letters. But Udin did not specify what the letter 

contained.  

 

According to Marsiyem, Udin obtained a lot of information after an interview 

with the Imogiri sub-district head at that time. After the news was published, 

Sri Roso called the sub-district head and scolded him. The regent's rage did 

not stop him. He was determined to keep going and was not afraid of being 

sued by Sri Roso. Then the attack on August 13, 1996, occurred. 

 

The spotlight turned to Sri Roso as Udin was killed by an attack. In an 

interview with the media, on August 23, 1996, Sri Roso stated that media 

reports had been unfair. He felt cornered. The Regent, who held the rank of 

Colonel, said he believed in the legal process carried out by the police. "So 

far, there was no evidence of my involvement," he said.   

 

*** 

 

The police investigated Udin's murder. However, independence in this 

process was questioned from the beginning. Instead of focusing on the 
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alleged murder because it was related to the news, the police chose the issue 

of alleged romance. A young detective at the Bantul Police, Edy Wuryanto, 

who led the investigation into the Udin case, arrested Dwi Sumaji alias Iwik 

on October 21, 1996. Iwik, a driver who worked for a billboard-making 

company, was accused of murder out of jealousy. Edy accused Udin of 

having an affair with Sunarti, Iwik's wife. 

 

Marsiyem said that Edy traced information about the alleged relationship 

between Udin and Sunarti to MAN Sabdodadi Bantul. In 1979-1982, Udin 

was the chairman of the student council, while Sunarti was the secretary. One 

day, Edy said that Udin kept Sunarti's photo in his wallet. Marsiyem denied 

it. “Mas Din only had two wallets and I brought them. There were no photos 

of Mbak Narti. Edy was just making things up," said Marsiyem.  

 

The police forced Iwik to confess to being the perpetrator. He was charged as 

a suspect and imprisoned for almost two months. As expected, the evidence 

at trial did not support the police's conviction. The Bantul District Court 

acquitted Iwik in a trial on December 5, 1997, because there was not enough 

evidence to convict him of being the killer of Udin. 

 

In addition to investigating the wrong person, Edy also removed evidence in 

the form of Udin's blood which he carried to Parangtritis Beach with the 

excuse of finding clues to Udin's killer. Udin's notes also disappeared after 

the funeral. Edy's men came to Kresna Foto to look for evidence. They 

brought Udin's notes containing Sri Roso's proposal to the Dharmais 

Foundation and the Parangtritis megaproject. 

 

*** 

 

Head of the Public Relations Division of the Yogyakarta Special Region 

Police Kombes Yulianto believes the investigators at that time had carried 

out their duties by arresting Iwik. According to him, the police cannot carry 

out investigations because according to the Criminal Code, criminal events 

are declared to expire after 18 years. "Police cannot conduct investigations. 

The fact is that not all criminal incidents can be revealed by the police,” said 

Yulianto when met at the DIY Police Office. 
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The People's Coalition for Udin demonstrates demanding the settlement 

of the Udin murder case, in front of the Office of the Governor of the 

Special Region of Yogyakarta, August 16, 2022.  
Photo: AJI Yogyakarta Documentation 

 

After the acquittal of Iwik, Udin's murder remains unknown. Even after more 

than 20 years had gone by. In memory of Udin, AJI Indonesia uses his name 

as an annual award given to journalists and groups of professional journalists, 

who are dedicated to the world of journalism, and who are victims of 

violence. This award is given every AJI anniversary on August 7th. 

 

AJI Yogyakarta continues to push for the completion of Udin's case through 

a long campaign. For seven years, AJI Yogyakarta together with the People's 

Coalition for Udin regularly held demonstrations in front of the Presidential 

Palace, Yogyakarta Great Building every 16th of every month, as a form of 

resistance to the government which did not resolve Udin's case. The 

demonstrations run peacefully with the demonstrators shutting their mouths. 

 

The Covid-19 pandemic has prevented AJI Yogyakarta from holding 

demonstrations. In addition, the Regulation of the Governor of the Special 

Region of Yogyakarta concerning the prohibition of demonstrations at the 

Great Building also prevented AJI from demonstrating. AJI Yogya rejected 

the regulation and formed a coalition with civil society networks by sending 

a subpoena against the governor.  
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AJI Yogyakarta with the support of AJI Indonesia also held an exhibition 

entitled Memorabilia of Journalist Udin in May 2021 to commemorate 

International Press Freedom Day. The exhibition of Udin's memorabilia is in 

line with the commemoration of Press Freedom Day with the theme 

"Information as a public good". 

 

In addition to photo reproductions of 20 objects from Kresna Photo Studio, 

this exhibition also presented reproductions of mass media clippings of the 

1996 Udin murder case, 25 Udin timeline posters previously produced for 

IndonesiaPENA, a collaboration platform with AJI, lecturers from the 

Indonesian Islamic University (UII), and artist Anang Saptoto. 

 

 
 

An art exhibition commemorating the 25th anniversary of the killing of 

Fuad M. Syafruddin alias Udin, in Yogyakarta. Photo: AJI Yogyakarta 

Documentation 

 

 

IndonesiaPENA presented digital data on the development of Udin's case 

from 1996 to 2020 with supporting documents attached. In addition, it also 

presented a digital map that allows researchers and travelers interested in the 

history of journalism in Indonesia to explore the sites of buildings and houses 
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related to the Udin tragedy. The collaboration project was expected to be able 

to maintain the collective memory of the public for cases of violence against 

journalists. 

 

To complement the exhibition, AJI Yogyakarta provided a discussion forum 

involving Udin's wife, Marsiyem, Coordinator of the People's Coalition for 

Udin or K@MU, founder of IndonesiaPENA Masduki, and former editor of 

Udin at the Bernas Daily, Heru Prasetya. The discussion took place at the 

opening of the exhibition, on May 3, 2021. 

 

AJI Yogyakarta has also made a film about Udin entitled The Years of Blur, 

invited musicians to compose songs, and produced T-shirts and mugs with a 

picture of Udin. Proceeds from the sale of T-shirts were donated to 

Marsiyem. 

 

In 2022, AJI Yogyakarta and Yogyakarta Youth Contemporary Art hold an 

art exhibition entitled "Bergerak dalam Senyap" or Moving in Silence to 

fight the Draft Criminal Code (RKUHP) which threatens press freedom and 

freedom of expression, August 16-30 2022. This art exhibition will be held to 

commemorate the 26th anniversary of Udin's killing. 

 

Marsiyem assessed that AJI Yogyakarta's advocacy was effective in helping 

young people get to know Udin. According to her, many generations now are 

unaware of Udin's case. “Efforts to continue to remind, make some young 

people understand. I support and surrender to AJI,” she said. Marsiyem 

expressed her disappointment with the police's performance and suggested 

that the police admit that they were unable to solve her husband's murder 

case. 
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Dian Lestari. Head of AJI Pontianak for the 2017-2020 period. Domiciled in 

Pontianak City, West Kalimantan Province. Since 2014 until now, she has 

been the Coordinator of the Union of Journalists for Diversity (Sejuk) West 

Kalimantan. Together with several colleagues, she initiated the establishment 

of the West Kalimantan Legal Aid Institute (LBH), which is part of the LBH-

YLBHI. 

 

 

 

uring the process of tracing Naimullah's murder, I came across 

several surprises. After several weeks of not being able to find the 

domicile of Naimullah's family, coincidentally, the information came 

out from my family. The next surprise was about Naimullah's first child. I 

previously only knew him as a fellow student on the same faculty. I was 

surprised when I saw his photo in Naimullah's living room. 

 

When interviewing Naimullah's wife, Mhia, the atmosphere was very 

emotional. "Why are you coming now? Last year I burned all of his 

documents. I get goosebumps remembering it again,” said Mhia. I am 

worried about opening Mhia's inner wound. Part of me reminded me that the 

story of Naimullah had to be written down. If there is no writing and 

documentation of tracing back, then the case of Naimullah's murder will fade 

away over time. 

 

After telling a long story and introducing myself, Mhia finally agreed to be 

interviewed. She objected to being photographed, to having her voice 

recorded, and photographed for video. She and her children feared the 

possible negative impact the publication had on their safety. Mhia also 

D 
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admitted that she did not want to read a book about this. He wanted to forget 

the dark memories of 25 years ago.    

 

In terms of technical reporting, I have repeatedly experienced poor 

administration and filing systems. Several months back and forth to the 

police station and I did not get any data on the Naimullah case. The case 

files seem to have disappeared over time. 

 

While searching for newspaper clippings about the news of Naimullah's 

killing, I was struck by the possibility of the destruction of decades of news 

data, which is very valuable. The building where the Pontianak Post 

newspaper clippings are stored is in very poor condition. Dozens of volumes 

of newspaper clippings lay on the very thick dusty floor. 

 

I am grateful that I was helped by friends from the University of Tanjungpura 

Student Press Institute (LPM) to find news clippings of the Naimullah murder 

case. I would like to express my special thanks to Hafidh Ravy Pramanda, 

who voluntarily worked hard to make a video tracing the Naimullah case. 

Digital books and videos will serve as campaign media to remember 

Naimullah, a journalist who was allegedly murdered for his journalistic work 

in uncovering cases of illegal logging.  

 

Thank you to all those who have helped with the reporting process. Data and 

documentation are extremely significant legacies. 
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2. 
Naimullah (1997) 

The Deadly Illegal Logging 

 
 

 

 

 

aturday, July 26, 1997. The sound of a telephone ringing broke the 

silence at the residence of Mhia, Naimullah's wife in Pontianak, West 

Kalimantan. At that time the wall clock showed 01.00 WIB. Mhia, who 

could not sleep well that day, woke up and picked up the phone. 

 

“Hello, is this really Mr. Naimullah's house?” 

“Yes, that is right. I am his wife.” 

“I am a member of the Mempawah Resort Police.” 

“What is it, sir?” 

“Do you know the license plate number of your husband's car? What color 

clothes is Mr. Naimullah wearing?” 

“I just want to make sure, is this really the phone number of Mr. Naimullah's 

family.” 

“Please tell me what it is!” 

 

Mhia's heart was furious. Naimullah, who works as a journalist for the Sinar 

Pagi Daily, has not been home since noon. Previously, the husband had said 

that he was writing news about illegal logging. He planned to go to a 

company to confirm the news after Friday prayers at the Grand Mujahideen 

Mosque. 

 

The police on the other end of the phone still did not give a firm word on 

what happened to her husband. The police even asked if there was a relative's 

phone number that could be contacted. Mhia then gave him the phone 

number of Naimullah's uncle, a retired soldier. It was from Naimullah's uncle 

that Mhia finally got the news about her husband's fate. 

 

S 
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The policeman informed him that Naimullah had died. His body was found 

by residents at Penibungan Beach, Mempawah Hilir District, Mempawah 

Regency, West Kalimantan, Friday night, on July 25, 1997. In a state of 

shock and confusion, Mhia tried to brace herself. She and her uncle 

Naimullah along with her brother-in-law rented a car to go to Mempawah. 

  

*** 

 

The body of Naimullah, 42 years old, was found by residents at Penibungan 

Beach. In the 90s, the Penibungan beach area was visited by tourists who 

wanted to relax on the coast. Some also come there to fish. When visiting 

Penibungan Beach on Monday, April 11, 2022, it was a bit confusing at first 

to find the location. Unlike the information from several residents who said 

that the entrance to the beach was easy to see because it was right on the side 

of the Mempawah highway.  

 

There is no signboard for the tourist location. After several times asking local 

residents, the exact location was found. Apparently, a blue tin fence covered 

the area. After a resident opened the tin gate, then Penibungan Beach 

appeared. You can see a concrete road that is wide enough for one car to 

pass. The road leads straight to the end of the beach. 

 

Naimullah was found about 150 meters from the entrance to the road. "On 

the road here was the body. In the car. Near this tree," said Mulyadi, 35, a 

resident of Penibung with a Malay accent. Now Mulyadi and his family live 

in a house near the entrance to Penibungan Beach. The land owner assigned 

him to guard the area.  

 

Mulyadi said that two people saw the body for the first time, then alerted 

other residents and reported it to the police. He mentioned Akong, who now 

lives in Jakarta, and Suhaini, 42, a resident of Penibung Village. Suhaini is 

still in the area and it takes 30 minutes by car from Penibungan Beach to his 

house. The distance is not far, but the condition of the damaged road forces 

the car to run slowly.  

 

Suhaini recounted that he used to live at his parents' house, just across the 

highway near Penibungan Beach. When the night of the discovery of the 

corpse, he was relaxing and sitting on the bench in front of the house. 

Suddenly, Akong called out to him. He invited Suhaini to take a close look at 

the car, which he said had entered the area since the afternoon. In the back 

seat of the car, they saw a man lying on his right. Worried that something 
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might have happened to the person, the two of them reported it to Agus 

Pandi, the policeman who usually patrols the area.  

 

When met on April 11, 2022, Agus Pandi was still an active member of the 

Mempawah Police. "I was still Bhabinkamtibmas at that time," he said. 

Although almost 25 years have passed, he said he still clearly remembers the 

moments when Naimullah's body was found. At that time, Agus Pandi was 

visited by several residents at around 19.00 WIB.  

 

The initial information he got was that there had been a car parked since the 

afternoon, then until the evening did not come out of the beach. Residents 

suspect something has happened to the man in the car. Agus Pandi rushed to 

the location. "I did not dare open the car. From outside the car I flashed a 

flashlight on his face. I said, 'Sir, wake up, sir',".  

 

After repeatedly calling but getting no response, Agus Pandi decided to 

report to officers at the Mempawah Resort Police. "The car was dismantled. 

Officers from the Resort Police checked. I saw blood on his head," he said. 

Agus Pandi recalled that at that time a lot of people came to the crime scene 

(TKP). The police put up a police line. For two days the police investigated 

the crime scene. "The case was shocking. Until the Kapolda also came down 

to inspect the location," he said. 

 

After the discovery of Naimullah's body, Agus Pandi did not follow the 

course of handling his case because it was not his authority. He said he was 

concerned because until now it has not been revealed who the killer is.  

 

*** 

 

Naimullah, also known as Naim, worked as a journalist for the Sinar Pagi 

Daily. “Naimullah was a close friend. I used to have coffee every morning at 

Flamboyan (Market). He was small, tall, thin, similar to my body. He was 

handsome. Bright skin,” said Andi Tenri Sangka, 64 years old, one of his 

friends, when met on June 2, 2022, in Pontianak, West Kalimantan. 
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Naimullah, journalist for Sinar Pagi Daily. Photo: Dian Lestari 

 

Andi Tenri Sangka was a journalist at the Kemudi newspaper. He became a 

journalist earlier. He said Naimullah was a journalist about four years before 

his death. He remembers Naimullah as a journalist who often wrote sharp 

news. “He liked to reveal the people involved in the logging. He was a brave 

journalist," he said. However, Naimullah did not say much about his 

coverage. 

 

Zainul Irwansyah, 57 years old, another friend of his, had the same 

impression. The man who is usually called Buyung is a journalist and 

Naimullah's coffee friend. “Usually, he was a single fighter. He was alone 

when he went (coverage),” he said on June 20, 2022, in Pontianak, West 

Kalimantan. Naimullah once asked him to cover illegal logging in Rasau 
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Jaya, Kubu Raya Regency. It is about an hour's journey overland from 

Pontianak. Buyung refused for fear of being beaten or killed. 

 

According to Zainul Irwansyah, he guessed that he would be easily 'killed' if 

he went there alone or alone with Naimullah. Buyung feels safer if he reports 

with at least five other journalists. In case of violence, the five of them can 

run away and report to the police. 

 

In addition to being used to reporting on his own, said Andi Tenri Sangka, 

Naimullah also often went to sources to confirm his findings directly. "Since 

timber entrepreneurs were difficult to interview, Naimullah usually sent 

written questions through the timber company's PR," he said. 

 

According to Buyung, Naimullah was not afraid to face terror because he 

reported on illegal logging. “He used to talk to me. Sometimes the threats 

were sent by mail. The text reads, “Do not disturb”. His wife received (the 

letter). Sometimes the glass in the house is stoned. But he said he was brave 

to face it,” he said. 

 

According to Buyung, whoever committed the crime was aware that terror 

through letters did not scare Naimullah. For Naimullah to really stop finding 

out, the perpetrators planned to kill. Regarding who the killer is, he said, 

“There was a „big man‟ behind him. Maybe he was afraid the news would be 

published. That is why Naimullah was killed first. Scared of being exposed 

because at that time he was investigating a timber case (illegal logging). He 

confirmed everywhere.”  

 

Buyung did not reveal who the 'big man' was. Is it just one 'big man' or 

several 'big men'? "I do not know. What is certain is that there were 'strong 

people' so that this person dared to kill him," said Buyung. Andi Tenri 

Sangka admitted that the issues that were developing at that time were wild. 

“Issues spread everywhere. Some said it was because of wood. Some said it 

was because of land. Some said it was because of extortion," he said. 

 

Andi Tenri Sangka said that indeed some suspected that Naimullah had been 

robbed. The news circulating said that Naimullah at that time brought a lot of 

cash from the sale of land. There were also allegations that Naimullah was 

killed for extorting a timber company. Sangka believes that these allegations 

were only rumors and there was no supporting evidence. 

 

*** 
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There are many pieces of the puzzle story about the murder of Naimullah in 

Akcaya Daily, a local Pontianak newspaper that has now changed its name to 

the Pontianak Post. The news about this was mostly written by the late 

Tarsisius Uryang, from 27 July to 27 August 1997. 

 

The strongest allegation as the motive for Naimullah's murder is the coverage 

of illegal logging. In the coverage of Akcaya Daily in 1997, there was indeed 

quite a lot of news about this. Gusti Yusri, Head of West Kalimantan's PWI 

(Indonesian Journalists Association), said that at that time journalists were 

trying to uncover the perpetrators and the network of these crimes. “Illegal 

logging was in sight. It seemed like there was no illegal activity, let alone 

logging, which had no backing. We intensively preached, they ignored it. 

Moreover, at that time there were not too many media,” he said. 

 

Andi Tenri Sangka also shared a story about the prevalence of illegal 

logging. According to him, decisive action against illegal logging was only 

felt when the West Kalimantan Police were led by Nanan Soekarna. “No 

need to talk about the previous ones. It was hard to speak in West 

Kalimantan. Many unscrupulous officials were „wood players‟. Many played 

behind the scenes,” he said. According to him, there were officials at the time 

who were prosecuted for illegal logging. 

 

Amid the discussion on Naimullah's murder, there was also a question about 

Naimullah's status as a journalist. In the Akcaya Daily's edition of July 29, 

1997, the executive of Sinar Pagi Daily, Atal Depari, stated that he had never 

appointed a correspondent in Pontianak. He also denied reports in the 

capital's newspapers that Naimullah was his correspondent.  

 

The family believes that Naimullah worked for Sinar Pagi. Naimullah's 

uncle, Daeng Jali, said his nephew had a decree from the Deputy General 

Manager of Sinar Pagi Daily. "Here is a photocopy of the assignment letter 

that I got from the wife of the deceased," he said, as quoted by Harian 

Akcaya at the time. Jali said that when Naim was alive, he had told him about 

the management reshuffle in his office. 

 

Mhia said her husband often told her about the rampant cases of illegal 

logging. In order to be 'secure' from the news, the company management 

tried to give bribes to Naimullah. Once her husband said that later someone 

from the company would come to give money. He told her not to take it. The 

money was left by the company people. Naimullah took a photo of the 

money and returned it. 
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The condition of rampant illegal logging in 1997 was described by Gusti 

Yusri, the head of the West Kalimantan Indonesian Journalists Association 

(PWI). “At that time, there was a lot of news about illegal logging. There 

were so many cases,” he said when met in Pontianak, Monday, March 21, 

2022. According to him, during the 90s, there were some illegal logging 

cases investigated by the police. The TNI (Indonesian National Military) also 

had the authority to arrest the perpetrators. "But rarely (the cases) reached 

trial," he added. 

 

*** 

 

The allegation about Naimullah's departure from out of town due to an 

appointment with a timber company was conveyed by Mhia, as quoted by the 

August 6, 1997 edition of Akcaya Daily. Mhia revealed that before being 

found murdered, Naimullah received a call from someone in the morning at 

around 09.00. "The contents of the conversation, my husband was told to go 

to the company. The one who spoke was an important person at the 

company," he said. 

 

After receiving the call, said Mhia, Naimullah said he would go to the 

company, but after Friday prayers. Naimullah's son said that his father got a 

call from someone who claimed to be named Amin. However, the son had no 

idea what the two were talking about. 

 

According to the July 28, 1997 edition of Akcaya Daily, Naimullah drank 

coffee at Simpang Tiga Pasar Flamboyan before being found dead. A source 

said that at the stall, Naimullah was seen talking to four men. It seemed that 

something really important was being discussed. 

 

This source saw a man leaving and said goodbye to the four people. After 

one of them left, Naimullah was seen walking towards a car followed by his 

colleagues at the coffee shop. The witness did not know whether they were 

together in the same car or using their own vehicles. 

 

From another source, it was stated that before being found dead, Naimullah 

and several of his colleagues investigated the illegal logging case, including 

trying to find the capital owners who were the dealers. The results of his 

investigations into illegal logging were often discussed in coffee shops with 

his colleagues. 
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The location where Naimullah was found on Penibungan Beach, 

Mempawah Hilir District, Mempawah Regency, West Kalimantan.  

Photo: Dian Lestari 

 

Before the Friday prayer, it was reported that Naimullah was going to go 

alone to the Wajok area to coordinate his findings with a company he 

suspected of being a dealer of illegal logging. After getting input from his 

colleagues at the Simpang Tiga coffee shop, he finally left after Friday 

prayers. 

 

In Wajok, someone saw Naimullah's car stop at a company. By late 

afternoon, the car he was traveling in was seen heading toward Mempawah. 

Then the car was seen turning onto the road to Penibungan Beach. After that, 

Naimullah's fate was unknown until he was found dead. 

 

*** 

 

The police were investigating the case of Naimullah's murder. Based on the 

police explanation, as published in the July 27, 1997 edition of Akcaya Daily, 

Naimullah was found dead in his car, an Isuzu Panther Challenger with a KB 

89 ER car plate. There was a punch mark on the back of his head. From the 

scars on the back of Naimullah's head, there was a suspicion that the victim 
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was hit from behind with a car tire opener. The right chest and temples were 

blue with bruises, and both fists were also bruised. 

 

Mempawah police picket officers said they opened the locked vehicle with 

wires and other equipment. After it was successfully opened, it was 

discovered that Naimullah was dead. "When we checked his condition, he 

was dead. There was a lot of blood. I just didn't check where the wounds 

were," said a member of the picket police. 

 

Naimullah's body was immediately taken to Dr. Rudini Mempawah Hospital 

for postmortem. . Meanwhile, the KB 89 ER vehicle was taken to the 

Pontianak Police Headquarters in Mempawah to be used as evidence. Several 

officers were surprised to recognize the face of the victim, Naimullah, who 

often came to the Mempawah Police Station to seek news. "From there, we 

started thinking. Maybe it has something to do with the investigation or the 

news," said a police officer. 

 

 
 

A student is at Naimullah's grave in Pontianak, West Kalimantan.  

Photo: Dian Lestari 
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In a report in the July 29 1997 edition of Akcaya Daily, the police suspected 

that Naimullah's murder had been premeditated. "It is estimated that the 

victim was killed in another place, then taken to the location of Penibung 

Island," said Pontianak Police Chief, Police Lieutenant Colonel Drs Ayoeb 

Soetrisno. 

 

The police chief said that there were indeed several eyewitnesses who saw 

the Isuzu car entered Penibung beach, Friday afternoon at around 18.45 WIB. 

Soon four people came out walking from the beach to the highway. The four 

of them had to wait before finally taking public transportation which then 

took them in the direction of the Putra Bangsa Heroes Cemetery. After that, 

they disappeared from sight. 

 

It is not known whether Naimullah was killed in that area, or if the area was 

just a dumping ground for his body. “This issue is still under our 

investigation. At the moment there were no other clues,” said Pontianak 

Police Chief Lieutenant Colonel Ayub Sutrisno through the Head of the West 

Kalimantan Regional Police's Penum Section, Captain Pol. Drs. Suhadi SW. 

 

“Possibly, they both took the same car to Penibungan, and the four people 

went home by public transportation,” said the Pontianak Police Chief. He 

mentioned that around the location where Naimullah's body was found there 

was some evidence in the form of canned drinks, including canned beer, a 

packet of detergent soap, and a cloth. 

 

It was Suhaini who was the witness who found Naimullah's body. Met on 

April 11, 2022, he said, apart from beer, an ashtray was also found at the 

crime scene. He suspected that the police had attempted to match the 

fingerprints found on the evidence. “During the second summons, the police 

took my fingerprints. After that, there was no more summons (after that no 

further questions were asked)," he said.  

 

On August 2, 1997, the Akcaya Daily News reported that a police officer 

stated that several witnesses had been fingerprinted. There were, however, no 

fingerprints that matched those on Naimullah's car. Two eyewitnesses from 

Mempawah residents, Suhaini and Buyung, who claimed to have passed four 

men who got out of Naimullah's car, were also re-examined and asked to 

recall their characteristics. 

 

When asked to examine the faces and postures of several of Naimullah's 

colleagues, the two eyewitnesses did not find the same characteristics as the 
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four men suspected of leaving Penibungan Beach. "What we saw was big, 

tall, and stocky. The ones here are on average short and mostly skinny," said 

both of them with a thick Malay accent. 

 

The two witnesses, who asked not to be named, said that when they passed 

the four men, it was a bit dark. So it was a bit difficult to remember the faces 

of those people one by one. "But if we met (them), we would still 

remember," he said. They said that when they met, the four men showed an 

attitude that was not too hasty. 

 

*** 

 

The case of Naimullah's murder garnered public attention. The incessant 

media coverage has put pressure on the Regional Police Chief (Kapolda) to 

immediately reveal the perpetrators. In the Akcaya Daily News on July 29, 

1997, the Head of the West Kalimantan Police, Colonel Pol. H. Erwin 

Achmad instructed all his staff to back up each other to investigate the 

Naimullah murder case. “We do not see what the status and professional 

background of the victim is, whether it is a journalist or anyone else. The 

murder incident is a problem that is causing concern in the community, so I 

ask for it to be resolved as soon as possible,” he said. 

 

To reveal the case of Naimullah's murder, the West Kalimantan Regional 

Police presented the temporary investigation results. Pontianak Police Chief, 

Lt. Col. Ayub Sutrisno arrived in Pontianak to explain the work of his 

members in Mempawah. Alluding to the suspicion that Naimullah's death 

was related to the illegal logging case, he said the instructions would be 

accommodated and used as investigation material. Likewise with other clues. 

 

Statements about the seriousness of the police in revealing the Naimullah 

case continued to circulate in the Akcaya Daily report on August 1, 1997. 

“This is a serious case. That's why we are serious,” said Pol. Colonel Drs. 

Erwin Achmad. Once again, the Kapolda reiterated his words. “This is a 

serious case. Many factors contributed to the massacre of Naimullah.”. 

 

When asked about the motive for the murder, the Kapolda could not confirm 

it. “There were so many possibilities. Some people were hurt, hated, or 

wanted his things,” he said. Asked if there might be a company involved in 

this case, Erwin Achmad said, “Maybe, it might happen.” 

 

Not long after, there was a change in the Chief of Police. Erwin Achmad was 

replaced by Pol. Colonel Drs. Djuari Sis Ardianto. In the Akcaya Daily News 
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on August 4, 1997, the Governor of West Kalimantan, H. Aspar Aswin, 

emphasized that the Naimullah murder case was homework for the new 

Kapolda. “This is indeed the homework of the old Kapolda which has not 

been completed yet. And of course, it is the responsibility of the new 

Kapolda to reveal it completely. That means, how can the perpetrators of this 

murder be arrested,” said Aswin, after the farewell ceremony to welcome the 

West Kalimantan Police Chief. 

 

Even so, Aswin assessed that the West Kalimantan Regional Police would 

have a difficult time revealing this case. “Because the data or indications that 

need to be disclosed are rather difficult, the testimonies given by witnesses 

have not helped much for further disclosure,” he said. For this reason, Aswin 

hoped that all parties, especially the wider community, could help speed up 

the disclosure of this case. “So as not to set a bad precedent in the future.” 

 

Danrem 121 ABW Colonel Inf. Erwin Sujono, who was accompanied by Dan 

POM ABRI Lieutenant Colonel Inf Davis, emphasized that there was no 

indication of the involvement of ABRI personnel. "If there are ABRI 

personnel involved, they will be dealt with according to the law," said 

Danrem after the handover ceremony for the West Kalimantan Police Chief. 

When asked if Korem might intervene in the murder case, he said, "That is 

the job of the police, not ours." 

 

The legal process for the Naimullah murder case is not clear until now. On 

April 4, 2022, AJI sent a letter requesting information about the case to the 

West Kalimantan Police. The letter was replied to on April 6, 2022, which 

contained information that the Head of the Public Relations Division of the 

West Kalimantan Police was still coordinating with the Director of General 

Criminal Investigation of the West Kalimantan Police regarding the 

Naimullah murder case. 

 

The Head of Public Relations of the West Kalimantan Police, Kombes Raden 

Petit Wijaya, promised to continue to search for these data files. "We have 

searched, but the file has not been found. Since this is an old case, it will 

probably be difficult to find the file. It is estimated that the files are still 

manually typed. So, it is difficult to find it because it is not digitally 

documented,” he said when met on August 1, 2022. 

 

Raden said it would take time to study this case further. He argued that he 

had only served for about three weeks as the Head of Public Relations. Raden 

will coordinate with the Mempawah Police, and seek information from 

retired officers who previously knew about the Naimullah case. He promised 
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to give an official statement after studying the case. However, when 

contacted again on August 11, 2022, there was no answer from the police. 

 

Buyung regretted that the police could not solve this case. He reminded that 

Naimullah's family must get justice. Amid the trauma of Naimullah's wife 

and children, the killers may have lived a comfortable life. In addition, the 

disclosure of the Naimullah case is critical in ensuring the safety of 

journalists. "If the killing of this journalist is allowed, it will set a bad 

precedent," he said. 

 

The chairman of the West Kalimantan PWI, Gusti Yusri, is one of several 

journalists covering the Naimullah murder case. “At that time I was the editor 

of Akcaya Daily. On the third day after there was a lot of news about the 

discovery of Naimullah's body, I took the initiative to go to the crime scene. I 

wanted to know, that was why I went down to cover the field," he said when 

met on March 21, 2022. 

 

 
 

The case of Naimullah's death was published in the Akcaya Daily.  

Photo: Dian Lestari 
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Yusri was really concerned about what happened to Naimullah. Together 

with their colleagues at PWI, they held a prayer together a few days after the 

incident. He admitted that he was worried that he would have the same fate 

as Naimullah. “Other journalists could also be killed if they reveal illegal 

logging. At that time, there was a lot of news about illegal logging. Almost 

every day there was news," said Yusri. 

 

The undisclosed murder of Naimullah shows the vulnerability of journalists' 

safety while carrying out their duties under the Press Freedom Law no 40 of 

1999. According to Yusri, the stagnation of the investigation into the 

Naimullah murder has become a bad record for the Police. "It seems that the 

police are not taking the case seriously," he added. 

 

*** 

 

The death of Naimullah became a series of misfortunes that Mhia had to live 

with. The day of Naimullah's death coincided with the 42nd day of the death 

of Mhia's mother, Hajjah Maimunnah. She really lost everything. After 

Naimullah's death, Mhia and her family were often sick. Like her second 

child who got a fever. Since that dark incident, Mhia and her children were 

frightened when they heard the phone ringing. “After the incident, many 

terrorized by telephone. So I disconnected the phone," said Mhia when met 

on April 4, 2022. 

 

After Naimullah was killed, said Mhia, her house was often visited by 

unknown people. She did not open the door on purpose. The sadness and pain 

due to the death of Naimullah are still felt by Mhia and her children to this 

day. They would rather not recall the tragedy of the murder. "In 2021, I 

burned news clippings and documents about him. To reduce sadness and 

memories of the case," she said. 

 

Every memory about Naimullah suddenly brings sadness to Mhia and her 

children's hearts. “The youngest child, the fourth, had registered for a police 

test. He said that if he became a police officer, he would investigate the 

perpetrators of his father's murder,” she said while shedding tears. She was 

relieved that her son failed the test. Her third child once wanted to take part 

in journalism training. Mhia forbade it and said, "It is enough for me to be 

confronted by one corpse." 
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The sadness over the loss of her husband has not completely gone. After 

wiping her tears, Mhia said that from the start she was not sure that the police 

would reveal the murder case. “I told the police, this case would definitely be 

shelved because many are related. Totally shelved. In the end, it went away,” 

she said. Now Mhia and her children do not dare to hope that the case that 

took Naimullah's life will be solved. 
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Rudy Riwukaho. He is familiarly called Rudy. Born 51 years ago in 

Atambua, Belu Regency, East Nusa Tenggara Province. The youngest of six 

siblings, he started his journalistic career at the Independent Daily NTT 

Ekspress in 1999. Then he moved to the "Kursor" City Daily in 2004. And 

now he is joining the online media Jubir.id. He participated in writing the 

book Menelisik Anggaran Publik (Researching the Public Budget), published 

by LSPP Jakarta in 2012, the Buku Ensiklopedia Anak Seri Penemuan 

(Children's Encyclopedia of Discovery Series), published by Makmood 

Publishing in 2021. In addition to pursuing journalism, Rudy is also actively 

supporting youths in his church environment by encouraging the formation of 

a multimedia service unit as a vehicle for channeling millennial media desires 

in expressing ideas and or creativity of teenagers in their environment. 

 

 

 

irst of all, I would like to thank AJI Indonesia for including me in the 

writing of this Dark Number book, and for writing about Agus 

Mulyawan. For me, this will be an experience that will enrich me in 

working in the world of journalism. Thank you, Mr. Abdul Manan, Ms. Putri 

Adenia, Ms. Musdalifah, Mr. Erick Tanjung, Mr. Ahmad Khatami, Mr. 

Darmen, and all fellow journalists who took part in this writing. 

 

For me, the Democratic Republic of Timor Leste (RDTL) is not a new name 

in my ears. Because I lived there when it was still the 27th province of 

Indonesia. So when I was asked to be involved in the process of compiling 

this book, I immediately agreed because for me “Este é um desafio 

interessante e eu gosto (This is an interesting challenge and I like it).” 

F 
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This is an interesting challenge because, firstly, I do not know who Agus 

Mulyawan is, who is said to have been shot dead by pro-Indonesian militias 

after the 1999 popular consultation in East Timor. Secondly, since this case 

was not touched by the law in my prior knowledge, the difficulty level was 

even higher. Finding the perpetrators of the shooting is like “finding a needle 

in a haystack”. 

 

However, what I thought was a challenge was dispelled after finding out that 

the transitional government in Timor Leste had arrested and convicted the 

perpetrators of the murder of Agus Mulyawan in a serious crime case in East 

Timor. What impressed me during my four days in Timor Leste was the 

exorbitant cost of living. Just imagine, a 90 ml cup of coffee is worth the US 

$5. A plate of rice sold by street vendors costs US $3–US $5. I was lucky to 

have friends in Dili who were willing to help me reduce my consumption and 

accommodation costs. So that the expenses I incurred were within my budget. 

Another impression that I had was that there were obstacles in the 

bureaucratic system of administrative correspondence within the RDTL 

government. All the letters I brought from Indonesia were of no use at all 

because they were written in English, while government agencies only 

accepted letters written in Timorese Portuguese or Portuguese. “Então estou 

desamparado (So I was helpless)”. 

 

 

I thank my friends from the Press Council of RDTL who were very helpful in 

breaking the bureaucratic chain so that without going through the 

correspondence mechanism, I was able to interview Lieutenant General 

Falur Rate Laek in his office which was then continued to his private 

residence. I became the first foreign journalist to interview him with the 

longest duration, which was around 90 minutes, in his office. 

 

I would like to express my deep gratitude to my friend, Orasio Mendez, Pdt. 

Helena Maplani, and Jefry Young, who tirelessly supported me during the 

four days of reporting in Dili, as well as Vary who took part in the process of 

traveling to get information about the late Agus Mulyawan in the City of Dili 

and Lospalos. Nossa amizade é atemporal, vocês ainda são meus melhores 

amigos (Our friendship is timeless, you are still my best friends). 
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3. 
Agus Mulyawan (1999) 

The Story of the Lospalos 

Massacre 

 

 

 

n 1999, Pastor Martinho Lopez was a Timorese monk serving in Baucau, 

a town about two hours by car east of Dili. He briefly met Agus 

Mulyawan, an Indonesian photographer who works for Asia Press, a 

Japanese news agency. Agus was met by Pastor Martinho with a group of 

nuns and three priest candidates at the Samalai post, a guard post belonging 

to Falintil Region-3, about 25 kilometers from Baucau.  

 

The group of nuns was providing medical aid in Samalai. Together with this 

group of nuns, Agus took a car down to Baucau. In that city, Agus stayed at 

the house of Pastor Martinho in the Baucau church. The nuns headed to 

Lospalos. A week later, the group of nuns returned to the Baucau church. 

 

That Saturday, September 25, 1999, they wanted to visit the refugee camp in 

the port of Qom, 40 kilometers east of Baucau, to provide food and medical 

aid for the refugees there. Agus wanted to join the group. Father Martinho 

forbade it for security reasons. The situation in East Timor after the popular 

consultation was indeed chaotic. But Agus insisted. 

 

Agus went to Qom in a gray Toyota Kijang. Before arriving at the port of 

Qom, the group stopped at the inn of the Canossian nuns in the city of 

Lospalos, to replenish supplies of medicine. Only about 30 minutes they 

stopped by. When entering the port of Qom, the road to the refugee camp 

was blocked by militia. The nuns decided to return to the Baucau rectory. 

 

Misfortune befell them. On the way home, the group was intercepted by Tim 

Alfa militia, a group of trained people, under the guidance of the Indonesian 

army, led by Joni Marques. This group fired shots at the gray Kijang. 

Another militia then took gasoline and set the car on fire. To get rid of the 

I 
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traces, the militia pushed the burnt cars and dumped the bodies into the 

Verukoco river. 

 

Nine people died in this attack. Nurse Celeste de Calvalho and Nurse 

Ermenia Cazzaniga from Italy. Three pastor candidates from the Canossian 

Manatuto order: Frater Jacinto Francisco Xavier, Frater Fernando dos Santos, 

Frater Valerio da Concecao. The driver of the group Herminio Rudy Barreto. 

Titi Sandora da Lopez who used to study in Semarang. Including Agus 

Mulyawan. 

 

*** 

 

Agus Mulyawan was born in Bali on August 15, 1973. He was the third child 

of an Indonesian family of Chinese descent, Adyana Karya and Lina Sri 

Rejeki. His mother was from the Liem clan, while his father was from the 

Ang clan. Agus was the third of four children. Among his immediate family, 

he was also known as Ang Hong Chen. Agus completed his international law 

studies at the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences, Gadjah Mada 

University, Yogyakarta.  

 

Pedro Vieira, his classmate at Fisip UGM, said that when they were in 

college, they were both in different majors. Agus majored in international 

relations, he majored in sociology. Even so, the two of them met frequently. 

Especially at that time, the student movement was booming. "We often met, 

often took to the streets together for various demonstrations. The only 

difference was that Agus was mostly documenting the actions of students 

who took to the streets because he had a camera at that time," said Pedro, as 

published in the October 31, 1999 edition of Tempo Magazine. 

 

According to Pedro, Agus did not talk much and tended to be quiet. He 

talked more through his photographs and writings that he posted on the 

campus walls at that time. “Agus was a quiet type of person, but he was a 

thinker. If student activists planned to take to the streets, he would also make 

his own plans. If we talked to him, he joined but he did not talk much. But 

when in the field, Agus always put himself in strategic positions to be able to 

capture every moment of student action," he said. 

 

 

At the beginning of college, Agus was seen as actively trading through a 

multi-level marketing network. However, his schedules were very regular. 

Lectures in the morning, bodybuilding in the afternoon, and sleeps at nine 

p.m. According to Ketut Suratama, his college friend, Agus was very 
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ambitious. "Because he wanted to be good at Japanese, he dated his Japanese 

friends," he said with a laugh. 

 

In college, Agus's achievements were quite prominent. He had the 

opportunity to take part in a student exchange program in Japan in 1994. 

After returning from Japan, he founded a non-governmental organization in 

the field of agriculture in the Bantul area, Yogyakarta, in collaboration with a 

Japanese organization. When Yogyakarta students took to the streets to 

demonstrate against President Soeharto, Agus was actually diligent in taking 

their photos. This work, among other things, brought him to Asia Press, 

which was based in Tokyo. 

 

 
 

Agus Mulyawan in AJI Indonesia's campaign poster 

 

In early March 1999, Agus left for East Timor due to his office assignment. 

He came with Watai Watanabe, a Japanese journalist, his co-worker. In Dili, 

they stayed at the Mahkota Hotel, a hotel located in front of the Dili harbor. 

Many memories of Agus. One of them is from Suzana Cardoso, a former 

journalist for Suara Timor Timur (STT) who is now working as an 
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independent journalist through the media she currently founded, Media One 

Timor. 

 

When asked about Agus Mulyawan, Suzana was silent for a moment. She 

then raised her head and looked up at the ceiling of her office and lowered 

her head again. She then burst into tears. She seemed to take her 

handkerchief and wipe her tears that flowed freely. In a very low voice, she 

said, "Agus was a very caring person. He really cared about everyone." 

 

Suzana's introduction to Agus Mulyawan began with a demonstration by 

students from the University of East Timor (Untim). The student 

demonstrations turned out of control because the soldiers came down and 

chased the demonstrators. When running on her motorbike, Agus shouted 

calling her to come along. Since Agus was carrying a camera, Suzana 

assumed he must be a journalist. She immediately took him on a ride so they 

could get away from the location of the demonstration. 

 

Agus then asked to be dropped off at the side of the road, Suzana continued 

her journey to the Suara Timor Timur office. But how did Agus know that 

she was a journalist for the STT newspaper, Suzana did not know. "The next 

morning he came to the editor and looked for me and asked me to do a joint 

report," he said.  

 

One of the most memorable coverages between Agus and her was when the 

two visited the residence of former East Timor Governor Mario Viegas 

Carrascalao, which was already surrounded by armed militia. At that time, 

the atmosphere in Dili City was already chaotic and many people chose to 

flee out of Dili City. 

 

In that tense atmosphere, Agus took her to the residence of Manuel 

Carrascalao, which was already filled with militia who wanted to kill a 

member of the Carrascalao family who was pro-independence. When they 

arrived at the residence of Manuel Carrascalao, the two then carried out the 

coverage from outside the house. 

 

 

But somehow Agus then told her to wait not far from the gate of Manuel 

Carrascalao's residence. Meanwhile, Agus went inside to take pictures. "I 

saw a militia carrying a machete full of blood come out of the Carrascalao 

residence. I was very scared, I wanted to run but Agus was still inside. So I, 

although very scared, kept waiting for him," she recalled. 
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When the atmosphere grew tense and several militiamen walked towards her, 

she saw Agus walking towards her and asked her to leave the residence of 

Manuel Carrascalao immediately. As she was leaving, militiamen chased him 

and tried to stab him. The rear saddle of the motorcycle was damaged by a 

machete. Meanwhile, Agus watched Suzana from behind until she escaped 

from being chased by the militia. 

 

Another story is when Agus and her covered a young man who was killed by 

the militia. The young man's body was dumped on the side of the road and 

only accompanied by his mother and some of his family. While they were 

covering the story, suddenly a shout was heard saying that the red and white 

iron militia group had arrived. At that moment everyone fled, including Agus 

and her. "But it turned out to be a hoax, so Agus and I went back to where the 

mother and her son's bodies were," she said. 

 

Suzana called Agus a person who was very focused on his work and cannot 

be prevented if he had decided to do a report. "Agus was a reckless person. 

You cannot say no to him. If we said no, it became a challenge for him to 

cover," she added. 

 

Herman Justin, who worked at the Jawa Pos Jakarta bureau at that time, also 

met Agus Mulyawan several times during the coverage of the East Timor 

referendum. One of them was when UNAMET held a press conference. 

UNAMET or United Nations Mission in East Timor is the UN mission to 

East Timor. "UNAMET regularly holds press conferences, in Balide, Dili. I 

met Agus Mulyawan there," he said when met in Denpasar, last August 2022. 

 

Memories of Agus also came from the Commander of the Defense Forces of 

the Democratic Republic of Timor Leste, Lt. Gen. FDTL Falur Late Laek. He 

first met Agus at Laclubar in the Manatuto area before the 1999 popular 

consultation period. Agus arrived accompanied by a journalist from Japan. At 

that time, he continued, Agus introduced himself as an Asia Press journalist 

based in Japan.  

 

Since that first introduction, Agus has been close to Falur Late Laek. General 

Falur immediately regarded him as a friend who knew very well the reasons 

why the East Timorese were fighting. Not long ago, in 1998, Agus said 

goodbye to return to his head office in Japan. However, the two continued to 

communicate by telephone. 
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During the initial meeting, General Falur gave a commemorative token in the 

form of a keris taken from one of the traditional houses in Timor Leste. And 

the keris was then returned by his family to General Falur after Agus died. 

 

When Agus returned to Timor Leste in 1999, he immediately looked for 

General Falur and lived with him at Uai Mori in Viqueque. During his stay in 

Uai Mori, Agus was allowed to interview many people and document various 

community activities, including the activities of the guerrillas led by General 

Falur. 

 

The two are also familiar. One time Agus had shown a photo of a girl from 

Australia who he admitted as his lover. When he saw the photo of the 

Australian girl, General Falur teased him by saying that there were still many 

beautiful women in Dili and why should he look for Caucasian women. Agus 

laughed out loud. 

 

One of the sad news for General Falur was when Agus said goodbye to leave 

Uai Mori and was about to head to Lospalos, with the nuns who would assist. 

He asked Agus not to go because of the unsafe situation. "My instincts at the 

time said that if the group with a humanitarian mission was caught, they 

would definitely be killed," he said when met at his office, Dili, last 

September 2022. 

 

Agus also assured General Falur that he had a good relationship with Colonel 

(Inf) Tono Suratman, who at that time was the Commander of the Wira 

Dharma Dili Military Command (Danrem). So, Agus believes they would be 

safe. But for General Falur, good relations are no guarantee. "I told him, in a 

situation like this, good relations do not guarantee they will survive. So, I still 

did not want him to go to Lospalos," he said. 

 

It was not only General Falur who forbade Agus to go. The Falintil Chief of 

Staff for the period 1992-1998, Jose Maria de Vasconcelhos or Taur Matan 

Ruak also forbade him. "So between me and Taur Matan Ruak, we already 

had an instinct that if Agus goes to Lospalos and if he is caught, he will 

surely be killed there," said General Falur. 

 

A similar prohibition was conveyed by one of the Falintil commanders in 

Manatuto, Eli Setia, who is now a member of the Timor Leste Parliament. He 

asked Agus and his entourage not to continue their journey to Lospalos. 

"When the group arrived at Lalea in Manatuto, Eli Setia, one of the Falintil 

commanders there had asked them not to continue their journey to Lospalos," 

said General Falur. The effort was fruitless. 
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What General Falur and his companions feared came true. The fate of Agus 

Mulyawan and his traveling companions was described in detail in Ajianto 

Dwi Nugroho's writing in the July 2 2001 issue of Pantau Magazine. When 

the group of nuns followed by Agus Mulyawan entered the port of Qom, the 

road to the refugee camp was blocked by militia. The nuns decided to return 

to the Baucau rectory. 

 

However, bad luck confronted them. On the way home, the group was 

intercepted by Tim Alfa militia led by Joni Marques in Apikuru, Lospalos. 

Tim Alfa was one of a number of militia organizations whose formation was 

sponsored by the Indonesian military. Their presence became prominent 

ahead of the popular consultation to determine the fate of East Timor held by 

the United Nations on September 4, 1999. 

 

At around three o'clock in the afternoon, just before the Toyota Kijang group 

of nuns met with Tim Alfa, Marques received news that a group of nuns had 

headed to Qom to provide humanitarian assistance to the refugees. For 

Marques and his friends, humanitarian aid from the Catholic church is more 

or less the same as an aid for people who are anti-Indonesian. 

 

The political atmosphere at that time was very tense. Because, two weeks 

earlier, 78.50 percent of the people of East Timor rejected the offer of 

autonomy by the government of President B.J. Habibie. This means that East 

Timor chose to separate from Indonesia. Meanwhile, Marques felt that it was 

better for East Timor to stay with Indonesia. 

 

The Marques ordered an intercept. In a red Taft car, Marques and other 

militia members, Joao da Costa and David da Silva, headed for Qom. On the 

way, they met Manuel da Costa, the platoon commander for Tim Alfa, and 

three of his men: David, Ernesto Pereira, and Gilbarto da Costa. The seven of 

them moved towards Qom. 

 

At the place designated as the location of the intercept, they met with three 

Tim Alfa militias: Horacio da Silva, Ilario da Costa, and Goncalo dos Santos. 

These three militias arrested two Timorese youths who were pushing a cart. 

Horacio tied one to a tree. Another was forced to take part in the intercept. 

 

Marques arranged the intercept. David and Gilbarto da Costa stood guard 

west of the river. Two others to the east. He ordered several militias to hide 

in roadside sewers. He, along with Manuel da Costa and Joao da Costa, stood 

in the middle of the road. About five minutes later, a car of a group of nuns 
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passed by. It was unknown why this group was allowed to pass. But 15 

minutes later, the second car, a Toyota Kijang carrying a group of nuns and 

Agus Mulyawan passed by. 

 

Marques, Manuel da Costa, and Joao da Costa intercepted the car. Manuel da 

Costa aimed his SKS rifle. The car stopped. Da Costa asked the group to get 

out of the car but was refused. The gun was pointed at the driver, Herminio 

Rudy Barreto. The situation was tense. Da Costa was angry and the trigger 

was pulled. However, da Costa's gun suddenly jammed. 

 

Joni Marques raised his SKS rifle and aimed it at Barreto. He opened fire 

which caused the young man from Baucau to fall covered in blood. Another 

militia then fired their rifles at the Toyota Kijang. The car window shattered 

into pieces. The militia hiding in the sewer came out, took petrol, and set the 

car on fire. Nine people died, including Agus. 

 

*** 

 

Suzana was silent and again wiped her tears when asked when she heard 

Agus was shot in Apikuru. "I heard the news of Agus's death when I was in 

Bogor. I was sad, very sad. But indeed at that time, we lost communication 

because the atmosphere in Dili was not conducive. I could only cry without 

being able to do anything," she said. 
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Apakuru Monument, Lospalos, Timor Leste, where a number of nuns 

and Agus Mulyawan were shot in 1999. Photo: Rudy Riwukaho 

 

Joni Marques and his friends are being prosecuted for the murder. In an 

interview with August Carvalho, a former Falintil fighter, nine ex-militia 

from Tim Alpha were arrested by the security forces of the transitional 

government. The nine Tim Alpha militias were tried and sentenced to various 

prison terms by the serious crimes panel in Timor Leste. 

 

Ajianto Dwi Nugroho's report in Pantau Magazine stated that Joni Marques 

was arrested on November 31, 1999. His friends were arrested sequentially 
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from October 25, 1999, to early August 2000. They were then detained by 

the transitional ruler of East Timor, the United Nations Transitional 

Administration in East Timor (Untaet). Their detention is under the 

responsibility of Serious Crimes, a legal entity under the Untaet court. 

 

Based on information compiled by the AJI research team in Dili, the 

perpetrators of the shooting in Apukuru were sentenced to prison. Sentence 

details: Joni Marques, Joào da Costa, and Paulo da Costa, each sentenced to 

33 years in prison; Goncalo dos Santos, 23 years; Manuel da Costa, 19 years; 

Amelio da Costa 18 years; Hilario da Silva, 17 years; Gilberto Fernandes, 5 

years; Mauterca Monis and Alarico Fernandes are 4 years each. The convicts 

of serious crimes have now been breathing free air since 2006 in line with the 

spirit of the repatriation program by the government of Prime Minister 

Xanana Gusmao. 

 

Suzana Cardoso said she was disappointed with the verdict against Agus' 

killers. "If you say disappointed, yes, of course, I am disappointed. Why are 

they not sentenced to death," she said. Pedro Viera, Agus' college friend, said 

Joni Marques and his friends had committed serious crimes. The most 

appropriate punishment for them is death. 

 

Agus Mulyawan's adoptive father, who is currently the commander of the 

armed forces of Timor Leste, Lt. Gen. FDTL Falur Rate Laek has a similar 

view. "They are now free, but why cannot the court just put them to death? If 

it is a matter of us forgiving or not, yes of course we forgive. But do they 

want to repent from within themselves or not," he said. 

 

Agus's family no longer lives in a house on Jalan Plawa, Sumerta Kauh 

Village, Denpasar, Bali. In the past, Lina Sri Rejeki sold Betutu Chicken 

food. Now there is only an empty plot of land. According to Ni Wayan 

Sempek, Lina's neighbor, the Agus family's house has been sold. The family 

then moved to the Canggu area, Badung Regency. Sempek did not know 

where the exact location was. What is certain is that Agus's family opened a 

food stall. 
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Liberdade Impreza (freedom of the press) Street in Timor Leste.  

Photo: Rudy Riwukaho 

 

To honor Agus Mulyawan in dedicating his life to building an independent 

and dignified journalistic world in Indonesia and Timor Leste, Virgilio 

Guteres as Presidente Conseli de impres Timor Leste or Chairman of the 

Press Council of Timor Leste received approval from the Government and 

Parliament to hold a flower-laying event at Apikuru Lospalos, September 25, 

2022. The government also immortalizes journalists who died in Timor Leste 

by using Liberdade da Impressa, which means the road to freedom of the 

press, as the name of a street in the heart of Dili City. 
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Juli Amin. He started his career as a journalist in 2003 as a correspondent for 

Orbit Daily published in Medan, North Sumatra, for the City of Banda Aceh 

and Aceh Besar, Aceh Province. The man was born in Simeulue on July 6, 

1974, then worked as a journalist for the local print media, Harian Aceh until 

2012. After that, he joined the local media, Pikiran Merdeka Daily as editor. 

Then in 2014, he became the managing editor of the online media 

habadaily.com and two years later he became the editor-in-chief until the end 

of 2018. Now he is the editor-in-chief of the online media portalsatu.com. He 

is also the Chairman of AJI Banda Aceh for the 2021-2024 period. In the 

2019-2021 period, he became the Head of the Advocacy Division of AJI 

Banda Aceh. 

 

 

he time span of the incident with the research on the death case of M. 

Jamal is similar to that of Ersa, which is 19 years. Interestingly, even 

though it has been a long time, the interviewees were still very careful 

in giving information. From the look on their faces, it looked like they were 

still afraid. In fact, the deceased's family said they did not want this case to 

be revealed again. The reason is that the deceased's children who are now 

starting to grow up are not trapped by the past that befell their father. 

Hearing the answer of the wife of the deceased, I had run out of materials to 

convince. But when I said that this was part of his research on the history of 

the press in Indonesia, she just nodded and started to open up a bit.  

  

T 
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4. 
M. Jamal (2003) 

The Arrival of Mysterious Men 

 
  

  

ne day in May 2003. M. Jamal, a cameraman for TVRI Banda Aceh, 

was on duty in the afternoon after being on duty the night before. He 

spent his free time from morning to afternoon for family events. This 

included attending kenduri at the house of one of his families in the area 

where they live in Keudebing Village, Lhoknga, Aceh Besar. He brought his 

wife and two children. 

 

After the feast, Jamal took a break at home. It was only around 15.30 WIB 

that he said goodbye to his family to go to his office. He rode a motorcycle, a 

vehicle that was usually used daily. The distance from home to the office was 

taken in about 20 to 30 minutes. 

 

 
 

M. Jamal's photo in the family album. Photo: Juli Amin 

O 
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Arriving at the office at around 16.00 WIB, not long after, a blue Kijang 

capsule-type car entered the TVRI Aceh Station building complex. The car 

was parked about 20 meters from the front entrance of the office building. 

Two people dressed like thugs got out of the car and approached the TVRI 

security guard, Nasrullah. Two other people were standing by near the car 

and one person was sitting in the front seat of the car, the driver's seat. 

 

Not long after, Nasrullah went up to the second floor followed by the two 

uninvited guests. The second floor was where TVRI employees worked 

including studio rooms, administration, and technical staff. Nasrullah called 

M. Jamal into his room, telling him that someone wanted to meet him. While 

the two guests waited at the door of the stairs. "They were waiting here," said 

a colleague of Jamal who is still active at TVRI Station, Monday, July 4, 

2022. 

 

After that, M. Jamal came out of the room to meet the two guests, then went 

down the stairs to the ground floor. This source looked through the glass 

window towards the office yard where a blue Kijang capsule car was parked. 

Jamal was seen getting into the car. After that, the car immediately turned 

towards the exit of the TVRI Aceh complex. 

 

There are two versions of the date of the pick-up by these thug-clad men. 

TVRI remembers the incident on Tuesday, May 20, 2003, or the second day 

after Aceh was declared a military emergency. Meanwhile, memories from 

Jamal's family say the incident occurred on May 26, 2003. 

 

No one expected something bad to happen to Jamal that afternoon. Suspicion 

mixed with concern began to emerge after Jamal did not come to the office 

the next day. The family then also informed TVRI Banda Aceh that Jamal 

had not yet returned home. 

 

The search ended on June 17, 2003. At that time there was news of the 

discovery of a body under the Krueng Aceh Bridge, Lamnyong area, 

Darussalam, Banda Aceh. The location is about 15 km from the TVRI Banda 

Aceh office. Jamal was finally found but was already lifeless. 

 

*** 

 

Jamal was born in Ajun, Aceh Besar, January 1, 1968. His parents were Ishak 

Ahmad and Ti Aman. His career at TVRI began in April 1991 after taking 

testing with a high school diploma. After three years of work, on May 26, 

1994, Jamal married Yusniarni, a woman from Keude Bieng Village, 
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Lhoknga, who graduated from the English Language Faculty FKIP UIN 

Banda Aceh as his wife. The couple had three children. 

 

Yasran, 60 years old, a retired employee of TVRI Banda Aceh was in the 

same batch as a civil servant as Jamal. He was the head of news for TVRI 

Banda Aceh before being assigned as the head of TVRI Jambi. Yasran 

described Jamal as a tenacious cameraman. He was known to dare to take 

pictures even in difficult positions. The way of taking pictures was also 

creative. In his daily life at the office, Jamal was also known to be friendly 

and liked to joke around. 

 

One of Yasran's experiences with Jamal was when he covered GAM 

activities in South Aceh District. From Banda Aceh City to South Aceh, they 

drive hardtop cars. The journey to the south of Aceh as far as 141 kilometers 

was quiet because Aceh was in a state of conflict. 

 

When he was about to enter the venue, Jamal was taken into a GAM 

personnel car. Inside, there were several weapons. In order not to become a 

problem in the future, Yasran forbade Jamal to ride the car and asked him to 

continue riding the hardtop to the location of the event. "I told Jamal, if you 

get in that car, I am going home," Yasran recalled. 

 

Jamal was known as an agile technical employee. He often covered important 

events in Aceh with different reporters. Yusri Usman and Maimun have their 

own memories with him. Yusri said that Jamal was a cameraman who dared 

to take risks. For example, he once entered and took videos of the activities 

of the Free Aceh Movement (GAM) troops, although the results were not 

broadcast by TVRI. 
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M. Jamal's office at TVRI Banda Aceh. Photo: Juli Amin 

 

Yusri also remembers when he and Jamal filmed the life of a honey farmer in 

the forest. At that time, Jamal brought a camera and went up to the tree to 

take a video of the forest honey. "If he was the cameraman, we had no 

doubts," said a former program director at TVRI Aceh who is now an official 

in Pidie Jaya Regency, Aceh. "He really loved his profession." 

 

*** 

 

Who took Jamal away in May 2003 is still a question mark. Some sources 

suspected that the unknown person who picked up Jamal was a joint member 

of the TNI and Polri. During the military emergency in Aceh Province, this 

mysterious force was referred to as the Joint Intelligence Unit (SGI), which 

was a combination of various units, both the Police and the TNI. 

 

The indications in that direction are strong for several reasons. One of them 

is because the location of the TVRI Aceh Station complex itself was under 

the supervision of the Indonesian security forces. Some said that this area 

was under Operational Control or the BKO of the Mobile Brigade (Brimob) 
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unit. However, some said this area was under military surveillance because 

there was a TNI post nearby. "So that at that time it was very difficult for 

GAM to enter the TVRI yard, especially in the afternoon," said another 

source. 

 

The second day after Jamal was picked up by unknown people, TVRI Aceh 

began to carry out various search efforts. They contacted the Commander of 

the Regional Military Command (Kodam) Iskandar Muda in Banda Aceh. 

The same thing was then also done by the President Director of Central 

TVRI. Apart from contacting the security forces, there was also news about 

it. "That same day, we reported about Jamal's disappearance," said TVRI's 

Head of Marketing, Aceh Yenni Marlinda. 

 

Yenni Marlinda added that a few days after the pick-up incident, Jamal had 

contacted Akbar Saidi, who was also an employee of TVRI Aceh. In the call, 

Jamal said that he had been 'taken' and was somewhere. He asked for help to 

be released. 

Yusniarni also spoke with her husband by telephone a few days after the 

pick-up. "Dek, abang kadicok (already taken)," said Yusniarni imitating her 

husband's words at the time. But Yusniarni did not know where her husband 

was. "Bang Jamal advised me not to talk too much. He was afraid that the 

more I talk, the more things will be wrong." 

 

Yusniarni's search ended on June 18, 2003. That day Yusniarni received a 

call from TVRI saying that Jamal had been found the day before. She was 

asked to immediately go to the Zainoel Abidin General Hospital (RSUZA) in 

Lampriet, Banda Aceh. 

 

She went to RSUZA with her cousin's husband, Ali Angkasa, who was also 

an employee of TVRI Aceh. Her heart pounded as she was brought to the 

morgue. It turned out that she was brought there to see and make sure that 

what was found was Jamal's body. "I saw the characteristics, that's true Bang 

Jamal. I know exactly from the scars on his chin to the fingernails and 

toenails because I often cut his nails," said Yusniarni. 

 

*** 

 

The motivation for the kidnapping of Jamal is still a mystery, whether 

because of his journalistic work or for other reasons. Yusniarni said that 

before being picked up by an unknown man at TVRI Aceh, Jamal had been 

questioned by security forces. But she did not know where the inspection 

was. 
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TVRI Banda Aceh office. Photo: Juli Amin 

 

Yusniarni said that her husband was being investigated because the TNI/Polri 

found GAM video documents. In the video, Jamal was sitting holding a 

camera with the TVRI logo. "Perhaps Bang Jamal at that time was covering 

GAM events, there was a video while Bang Jamal was resting. As a result, 

Bang Jamal was examined by the army," she said. 

 

Yoserizal Ananda, former head of news coverage for TVRI Banda Aceh, said 

the exact cause of Jamal's pick-up was not known for certain. However, he 

heard information that the possibility was related to the presence of videos of 

GAM soldiers in training that was found by the TNI. In the video, there is 

Jamal's face in it. 

 

According to information Yoserizal heard, the video was edited somewhere 

in Aceh. He made sure the video editing was not at the TVRI Banda Aceh 

office. “The video was then duplicated and distributed. I heard that people 
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who were involved in the process of using the video were also missing," he 

said. 

 

Yoserizal said that actually quite a lot of journalists in Aceh had covered 

GAM events or were familiar with the top officials. However, Jamal had a 

different background from other journalists. He lived in Lhoknga, an area 

with many GAM supporters. "Probably due to environmental factors. At that 

time, GAM was in control of the village area," he said. 

 

There is no legal process in the case of Jamal's death. Yusniarni admitted that 

she did not advocate further about the death and kidnapping of her husband. 

However, she also does not close access to anyone and any institution that 

will conduct advocacy. She hopes that the government will pay attention to 

the future of her three children. Now Ahmad Tajalli is studying for his 

master's degree abroad after receiving a scholarship from the Aceh 

government. Hamid Tahalli is in an undergraduate program at UIN Banda 

Aceh. His younger brother, Ade Zambiati, just finished high school. 
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Juli Amin. He started his career as a journalist in 2003 as a correspondent for 

Orbit Daily published in Medan, North Sumatra, for the City of Banda Aceh 

and Aceh Besar, Aceh Province. The man was born in Simeulue on July 6, 

1974, then worked as a journalist for the local print media, Harian Aceh until 

2012. After that, he joined the local media, Pikiran Merdeka Daily as editor. 

Then in 2014, he became the managing editor of the online media 

habadaily.com and two years later he became the editor-in-chief until the end 

of 2018. Now he is the editor-in-chief of the online media portalsatu.com. He 

is also the Chairman of AJI Banda Aceh for the 2021-2024 period. In the 

2019-2021 period, he became the Head of the Advocacy Division of AJI 

Banda Aceh. 

 

 

esearch on the case of Ersa Siregar's death was carried out after 19 

years of the incident. During that time, I did not know much about 

this, let alone seeing the location where Ersa was shot. Through 

research for this book, I was able to directly come to the location where Ersa 

was 'killed'. Looking at the field conditions, I can imagine how miserable the 

deceased was while in GAM's captivity. Walking on the embankment of the 

pond along the 4 kilometers back and forth from and to the place where Ersa 

died was also a beautiful impression in this research. 

 

 

 

  

R 
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5. 
Ersa Siregar (2003) 

Tragedy at Simpang Ulim 

 
  

 

 

rsa Siregar, a senior RCTI journalist who was assigned to cover the 

military emergency in Aceh, was due to return to Jakarta on June 29, 

2003. Marhiansyah, at that time, was still a correspondent for RCTI in 

Banda Aceh, whose job was to help arrange his return ticket. Ersa and 

Marhiansyah had been friends for a long time and were getting closer when 

they were both on RCTI. 

 

Ersa came to Aceh with cameraman Fery Santoro on June 10, 2003 via 

Banda Aceh. For the coverage of martial law in the Veranda of Mecca, RCTI 

had two teams. One was based in Banda Aceh, where Marhiansyah was in. 

Another team was Ersa and Fery based in Lhokseumawe, North Aceh. The 

two teams coordinated with each other. 

 

 
 

Ersa Siregar. Photo: Family Documentation 

E 
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Ersa and Fery actually only had a week in Lhokseumawe. RCTI's editorial 

policy at that time was for a team rotation from Jakarta to cover the Aceh 

conflict once a week. Apart from preventing boredom, it also provided other 

journalists with more experience in covering conflicts. Marhiansyah had 

provided a return ticket according to the schedule. 

 

 
 

Marhiansyah, former RCTI Correspondent in Banda Aceh.  
Photo: Juli Amin 

 

Ersa's return plan was postponed because there was no team to replace him. 

Ersa asked for an additional week of coverage in Aceh. Ersa conveyed the 

additional time to the editor of RCTI in Jakarta. Marhiansyah then contacted 

Garuda to change the schedule for the return ticket. 
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Turns out it was not Ersa's first home delay. According to the new schedule, 

Ersa would return to Jakarta on June 25, 2003, but he asked for an additional 

two days of reporting time. On 27 June 2003, Ersa also asked for an 

additional two days of reporting time. He promised to go to Banda Aceh on 

June 28 in the afternoon to return to Jakarta on a flight on June 29 in the 

morning via Sultan Iskandar Muda Airport in Blang Bintang. 

 

On June 29, 2003, Marhiansyah was ready with Ersa and Fery's return 

tickets. He waited for both of them in Banda Aceh. How surprised he was 

when he heard the news that his two colleagues had been arrested by the Free 

Aceh Movement in East Aceh. After being held hostage for approximately 

six months, Ersa died during a shootout between TNI troops and GAM in the 

Malehen River, Simpang Ulim, East Aceh, on December 29, 2003. 

  

*** 

 

Sory Ersa Siregar, who was familiarly called Ersa, was born in Brastagi, 

North Sumatra, on December 4, 1951. Prior to his career at RCTI in 1993, he 

was a news reader for Dunia in Berita on TVRI between 1978 and 1993. Ersa 

also worked at PT. Fesda, PT. Satmarindo, Suasana Magazine and Keluarga 

Magazine. 

 

Ersa graduated from the People's School in Padang, West Sumatra, which 

was then continued to the Widiasana Private Junior High School. He took his 

upper-level education at High School No. 8 Medan, North Sumatra. After 

that, he continued his studies at the Jakarta Banking Academy and obtained 

his bachelor's degree at the College of Publicity (STP) Jakarta majoring in 

journalism. 

 

Ersa's early career at RCTI was as a translator/producer. After that, he 

became the regional coordinator, the coordinator of tourism, lifestyle, and 

entertainment coverage, and the city's Criminal and Legal Affairs 

Coordinator. From November 16, 2001, until he was shot, Ersa was the 

coordinator of coverage at RCTI. 

 

Ersa was married to Tuty Komala Bintang Hasibuan and had three children: 

Ridhwan Ermalamora Siregar, Syawaluddin Ade Syahfitrah Siregar, and 

Meiliani Fauziah Siregar. Ersa was called by the name Amang by her three 

children. 

 

Ridhwan, his eldest son, made the case of his father's death as a thesis at the 

Postgraduate level at the Jakarta Arts Institute in 2021 with the theme 
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"Seeking Amang". The study of photography: Father and Fatherhood in the 

Study of Autoethnography. 

 

Munir Noer, who is now the Chairman of the Indonesian Television 

Journalists Association (IJTI) Aceh, has many stories about Ersa. One of 

them was during the coverage of the Aceh conflict. He recalled that one of 

the shared memories occurred in April 2002. At that time Munir Noer was 

still a stringer for RCTI. 

 

Munir had just returned from reporting from Takengon and met Ersa Siregar 

and cameraman Ahmad Fauzi. "What's the coverage bro?" Munir asked Ersa. 

"Coverage on the condition of Cot Trieng after the siege by the TNI," replied 

Ersa. Cot Trieng was a swampy area in the Muara Satu District, on the 

outskirts of Lhokseumawe City, which was once surrounded by the TNI 

because it was a GAM hideout. 

 

Munir Noer told Ersa that the events in Cot Trieng might not be interesting 

anymore. He informed him about the armed contact between TNI and GAM 

in Juli District, Bireuen Regency that had just happened. Ersa was intrigued 

by the new event and rushed there. They also met the Bireuen Police Chief, 

Kompol Laksa Widiyana SIK. 

 

“What is this?” asked Laksa. 

“There are friends from Jakarta,” Munir replied. 

“What is the plan?” 

“If there is a sweeping or siege of GAM, we want to participate.” 

“Wow, do you dare?” 

 

Suddenly, information came to Laksa's handy talky that there was another 

gun battle between GAM and the TNI/Polri in the Cot Gapu area. Laksa 

ordered his personnel to go to the location. Munir Noer, Ersa Siregar, and 

Ahmad Fauzi joined in and got into the police‟s REO truck.  

 

"Arriving at the location we were shot by GAM troops. We took cover in the 

REO truck. Bang Ersa did not waste that moment to broadcast live. But 

Ahmad Fauzi was afraid to hold the camera because the REO truck was 

constantly being shot at by GAM. Finally, I held the camera, Bang Ersa 

broadcasts That was the first live broadcast of GAM's armed contact with the 

TNI/Polri which was broadcast on national TV," Munir Noer recalled. 

 

 

*** 
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When martial law was imposed in Aceh, Munir Noer served as an RCTI 

correspondent in Lhokseumawe, East Aceh. He helped Ersa and Feri with 

coverage in this area. On the first night in Lhokseumawe City, Ersa and Fery 

stayed at the Vina Vira Hotel, which was not far from the TNI Operations 

Command Headquarters in Aceh. Munir was looking for a house for the 

needs of the RCTI crew. He rented the second floor of a house belonging to a 

resident of Lhokseumawe, Soraya. 

 

After more than two weeks of coverage, it was time for Ersa and Feri to 

return to Jakarta on June 29, 2003. That was after experiencing two delays 

too. The day before the scheduled return, Ersa, Fery, Soraya, Farida, and 

driver Rahmadsyah alias Apon went to East Aceh to distribute aid to the 

refugees. 

 

On June 28, 2003, the five never arrived home. Munir found their rented 

house empty. He tried to contact him, but could not connect. At first, Munir 

still thought positively. Maybe their car broke down in a location where there 

was no cell phone signal. That same night he went to Langsa, East Aceh, but 

there was no result. He then decided to return to Lhokseumawe. 

 

Munir began to worry when Ersa and his entourage had not yet returned to 

Lhokseumawe until the morning of the day Ersa and Fery were supposed to 

return to Jakarta. He decided to contact GAM. No information was obtained. 

It was only on the third day that there was information from the spokesman 

for GAM for the Peureulak Region, Kafrawi, who said that 18 people had 

been arrested. But he could not be sure if there were Ersa and Fery in it. 

 

On the fourth day after Ersa and Fery disappeared, Munir called the 

Commander of GAM Operations for the Peureulak Region, Ishak Daod. It 

was then confirmed that Ersa, Fery, Soraya, Safrida, and Rahmadsyah were 

in the group of 18 people who were arrested. "He asked not to be reported 

first," explained Munir. 

 

It was only on the fifth day that GAM officially announced that Ersa and his 

friends had been taken as prisoners. Hearing the news, the RCTI Editors sent 

Imam Wahyudi to carry out search and release efforts. Isaac Daod then 

contacted Munir and informed him that Ersa was with him. He invited Ersa 

to talk to Munir. "During the conversation, Bang Ersa gave his greetings to 

Sarah, her son," said Munir. 

 

*** 
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The former spokesman for Peureulak GAM, Kafrawi, told about the arrests 

of Ersa and his friends. In the Peureulak GAM organization, this alumni of 

the Faculty of Fisheries, Abulyatama University, has two names and 

positions: Teungku Mansoer as military spokesman, Cut Kafrawi as 

spokesman for the Governor of GAM Peureulak. 

 

 
 

Former GAM Spokesperson for the Peureulak Region, Tengku Kafrawi. 

Photo: Juli Amin 

 

According to him, GAM intelligence was suspicious of Ersa's car, which had 

passed through the area twice. GAM intelligence reported to him that Ersa's 

first visit to the Bayeuen area was simply to take photos and videos. The 

second arrival was to a refugee camp in the Alue Nireh area with two 

women. 

 

“At that time I was in Alue Bue, in the Aneeek Lhee stronghold area. I asked 

to continue monitoring, and until then we stopped on the road to conduct an 

inspection. Incidentally, at that time, I was holding an AK 56. I pointed the 

weapon at their car, then our personnel boarded and took the car into the 

forest to the Paya Mane area,” said Kafrawi. 
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Kafrawi then asked Ersa about the two women in their coverage car. Ersa 

replied that both of them brought aid for refugees. After that, Kafrawi 

contacted the Commander of GAM Operations for the Peureulak Region 

Ishak Daod to inform him of the matter. "If there are no problems, it is okay, 

we will let them go," added Kafrawi. 

 

The problem came after Safrida suddenly asked permission to urinate. She 

went to the bushes. Her movements were certainly monitored by GAM 

personnel. That was when Safrida was seen throwing away a piece of paper. 

GAM personnel immediately took the paper and handed it over to Kafrawi. 

Upon inspection, it turned out to be a travel document. GAM later learned 

that Safrida and Soraya were the wives of TNI members. 

 

"That was the reason why we detained them. Moreover, at that time there 

were several wives of high-ranking GAM officials who were detained by the 

TNI, one of which was the wife of the GAM Commander for the Pidie 

Region, Tgk Sarjani. Several wives of GAM members were also taken by the 

TNI for interrogation," said Kafrawi. 

 

Ersa and his friends were then taken further into the Paya Meuligoe area, 

which was part of the Peureulak GAM 1 area. Kafrawi handed them over to 

Regional Operations Commander 1 Usman Sami, known by the code 201. 

Two days later Ersa and other prisoners were handed over to Pang Gunong in 

Sagoe Alue Nireh. 

 

When Munir and the journalists were allowed to meet Ersa in Alue Nireh, 

Kafrawi was not there at that time. He was in the Idi area. "I only spent four 

days with Ersa Siregar. He was a wise person. The first day we arrested Ersa, 

his mother died. I knew how he felt, even though her mother died not 

because we detained him," said Kafrawi. 

 

On the other hand, said Kafrawi, Ersa admitted that he was really impressed 

with GAM's struggle. "Bang Ersa told me about his experience reporting in 

Pattani, and then compared it to GAM in Aceh. He was impressed when he 

saw GAM troops lined up early in the morning to fetch water from the river, 

perform ablution, to pray," he recalled. 

 

GAM also had another goal to detain Ersa and Fery, namely to want balanced 

news in the media. Kafrawi believed that most of the news broadcast by the 

national media related to the Aceh conflict had tended to corner GAM. 
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Mansoer Abdullah is a former member of the East Aceh Regency People's 

Representative Council (DPRK) for the 2017-2019 period. During the Aceh 

conflict, the man who was often called Leubeh in the GAM ranks was known 

as the guerrilla Abu Mansoer. He served as the spokesperson for GAM in the 

Peureulak region. The position was then handed over to Tgk Kafrawi after it 

was reported by national private television that he was shot and killed in the 

M7 area, Gampong Masjid, Nurussalam District, East Aceh Regency. 

 

Abu Mansoer recounted that while Ersa and Fery were with GAM, they often 

moved locations to avoid TNI attacks. "Because psychologically, the 

prisoners were also very influential. So, we often took Ersa Siregar and Fery 

Santoro on a boat for several miles to the sea, then returned to the swamps, as 

if we were moving places. Even though the location was still around the 

same area," he said. 

 

Regarding the hostage-taking, said Abu Mansoer, GAM's only aim was to 

provide balanced news in the media. With the captivity, Ersa Siregar and 

Fery Santoro were able to see firsthand how GAM's struggle was. "At that 

time, GAM was often given a bad image by the media in Indonesia, as if 

GAM was killing civilians," he said. 

 

GAM actually did not take Ersa and Fery far. The furthest is only about five 

kilometers from the highway (Banda Aceh-Medan national road). Both are 

often deposited in people's homes. However, when TNI operations were 

intensively carried out in villages, Ersa and Fery were transferred to GAM 

camps in the swamps and wilderness. 

 

While in GAM detention, every time he met the Commander of GAM 

Operations for the Peureulak Region Ishak Daod, Ersa always asked to talk to 

his family. The request was always fulfilled. Isaac Daod would usually hand 

over his satellite phone so Ersa could communicate with his wife and 

children. 

 

"Abu Syik (Ishak Daod) understood the condition of Ersa Siregar very well. 

He was in his grief. Efforts to negotiate for his release were continuing. The 

point was we wanted him to come out safely, but before that happened he had 

been shot," Abu Mansoer added. 

 

During their time with GAM, Ersa and Fery were in good health. Abdul 

Wahab alias Paneuk, a former GAM combatant, said that he spent about a 

month with Ersa and Fery in the camp in Parang Hamlet, Bantayan Village, 
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Simpang Ulim, East Aceh. This was the camp where Ersa later died from 

gunfire. 

 

Ersa often became an imam when praying together with GAM troops in the 

camp. Before sleeping at night, Paneuk often also learned English from Ersa. 

He called Ersa “Tulang”, while Ersa and Fery called him “Pak Nek” because 

they could not pronounce Paneuk with an Acehnese accent. 

 

When handed over to Abdul Wahab, Ersa was in a fever. Isaac Daod told him 

to take good care of Ersa and Fery. "Abu Syik (Ishak Daod) advised that if 

we eat eggs, Ersa and Fery must eat fish. The point was that they have to eat 

better than us. We also had to provide cigarettes. They smoked Dji Sam Soe. 

Fery smoked one pack a day. Meanwhile, Bang Ersa, one pack for a week," 

he recalled. 

 

When Ersa was unwell, Paneuk cut mangrove trees around the camp and 

made a small field for gymnastics. He also took Ersa jogging to the 

residential area around the camp. To keep his secret from being exposed, he 

forbade the residents to talk to Ersa. He introduced Ersa to the residents as 

one of the GAM leaders who graduated from the military training center at 

Tanjura Camp, Libya. 

 

"I said that so that people do not ask too many questions. If we said ex-Lybia, 

people would be reluctant. In fact, I deliberately did not want to have a 

conversation since Bang Ersa cannot speak Acehnese. They would find out 

then," Paneuk continued with a laugh. 

 

After receiving confirmation that Ersa and Fery were arrested by GAM, 

Munir Noer continued to communicate with Ishak Daod to seek their release. 

In secret, Munir together with Imam Wahyudi and his team sent everything 

needed for Ersa, Fery, as well as Soraya and Safrida. The goods were sent via 

GAM's designated courier. 

 

One time, said Munir, an agreement was almost reached with Ishak Daod to 

release Ersa and his friends. Munir asked Ishak Daod to take Ersa and his 

friends somewhere. After that, they would pick them up. However, Ishak 

Daod refused to take him to the location mentioned by Munir on the grounds 

that it was too dangerous. In that area, it was likely that there will be a 

shootout with the TNI/Polri. 

 

On the eighth day, Ishak Daod informed Munir that he could meet with Ersa 

and could bring some reporters. All preparations and scenarios were 
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prepared. The idea emerged from Imam Wahyudi to bring some journalists in 

secret. Nine journalists went there, including those from Indosiar and Antara. 

There were three journalists from RCTI, namely Munir Noer, Imam 

Wahyudi, and Ahmad Yasin. 

 

Munir did not tell other reporters that they would meet Ersa. To the 

journalists who were with them, they were only told that it was possible to 

meet GAM prisoners. They headed east, just before Asr time, and stopped at 

the Kuta Binjei Mosque, Julok District, East Aceh Regency. 

 

They deliberately stopped at the mosque because on the fourth day the car of 

Ersa's group was found not far from there. Munir suspected that the planned 

meeting designed by GAM was also not far from that location. Not long 

after, a call came from Isaac Daod. They were directed to continue their 

journey to Peureulak and asked to wait there for confirmation. Arriving in 

Peureulak, they were ordered to enter the Alue Lhok area, then turn right to 

be picked up by GAM troops. 

 

About 15 minutes stopped at the location that Isaac Daod ordered, three 

youths appeared on three motorbikes. They were picked up one by one and 

then taken to the meeting location with Ersa. To avoid problems if the 

meeting was leaked to the TNI/Polri, Munir requested that their eyes be 

closed, even though GAM did not ask for it. "I asked that our eyes be closed, 

just in case, if we were caught and called by the TNI, we could say we did 

not know the location because our eyes were closed," said Munir. 

 

At around 17.30 WIB, they were finally able to meet Ersa, Fery, Soraya, and 

Safrida. Munir was shocked. It turned out to be very near. He knew the 

location very well in the fishpond area. Journalists were allowed to interview 

Ersa but the location was withheld. The angle of shooting and video was 

directed at the coconut trees and hills, not at the mangroves. 
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Ersa Siregar. Photo: Family Documentation 

 

Munir asked Isaac Daod to release Ersa and his colleagues. Isaac Daod 

refused the request out of concern for Ersa's safety. Ishak Daod only released 

them if facilitated by international NGOs, such as the International 

Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). He rejected domestic institutions, 

including the Indonesian Red Cross (PMI). 

 

Towards the Maghrib call to prayer, the nine journalists left the meeting 

location. Before going home, Munir asked to exchange Fery's camera for his. 

The reason was that Fery's camera was expensive so it must be saved. Isaac 

Daod refused the request. However, when Ishak Daod prepared his troops to 

escort the journalists home, Munir immediately switched cameras. 

 

When Ishak Daod returned to Munir's place, he saw that Fery Santoro's 

camera had been replaced. "Where is your camera?" Isaac Daod asked. Ferry 

did not answer. Munir again explained that he had replaced the camera. Isaac 

Daod showed a displeased expression. "Nyang paih kutanom droe keuh lam 

leuhop (I think I should plant you in mud)," he said to Munir. The anger did 

not continue. He also hugged Munir when he was about to leave the location. 

 

On the tenth day, news appeared in the media about the meeting of nine 

journalists with Ersa Siregar. The next day Munir communicated with Isaac 

Daod again. Since news of the meeting had been broadcast by the media, the 

nine journalists were then questioned by the TNI. They admitted that they did 
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not know when asked where the meeting place was because their eyes were 

closed on their way to the location. A week later they were again questioned 

by the Military Police (POM). 

 

While Ersa and Fery were held captive, Munir continued to communicate 

with GAM. After three months in the hands of GAM, Munir received word 

from Ishak Daod to seek the release of Ersa Siregar and Fery without the 

knowledge of the TNI. Ishak Daod asked Munir to enter the Kuede Pliek area 

to Keude Geureubak. There was already an ambulance ready to go 

undercover. With the ambulance, Ersa will be "kidnapped" to be brought 

down from GAM headquarters. 

 

"I invited several journalists. There were seven cars, so eight cars with an 

ambulance. Ishak Daod said, when the TNI asked later, we had to answer that 

we wanted to evacuate the bodies. That was the scenario," recalled Munir. 

From Keude Geureubak, the journalists continued to drive to the 

mountainous area, passing several villages until they came to a muddy road 

in an oil palm plantation. There the convoy of cars was stopped by the TNI. 

 

Munir came down to report and said that there was information on the 

finding of a corpse. Inside the oil palm plantation, he saw many soldiers with 

guns aimed at them. After all the passengers were searched, the TNI did not 

find anything suspicious. They were allowed to continue their journey. 

 

The further inside, the harder the journey. The eight cars were stuck in a 

puddle of muddy roads. While trying to push the car, in the sky the sound of 

TNI helicopters flying low and round in the area, Munir and his friends went 

into the garden, hiding. "Suddenly I saw a hoe under a palm tree. With that 

hoe we dug up the mud so that all cars could pass," added Munir. 

 

The journey continued up the hill, about an hour later until we reached a 

valley where Munir saw many GAM troops. 

 

"Is there a TNI meeting downstairs?" asked one of the GAM troops. 

"Yes," replied Munir. 

"Yes, they are spying on us, but they do not dare come in here. There are 

about a thousand TNI below, we have more up here," said the GAM 

combatant. 

 

In the valley, Munir met Ersa and Fery again. Munir saw that both of them 

were thinner. Attempts to bring down Ersa and Fery from the GAM 

headquarters ultimately failed. Ishak Daod did not allow it because there 
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were a lot of TNI down there, it was too risky. The eight cars turned around. 

When they returned home, they ran into TNI troops again. "They asked that 

there was a GAM meeting above, and we said yes," recalled Munir. 

 

On September 18, 2003, Ishak Daod again contacted Munir and informed 

him that Ersa was sick. Ishak Daod, who previously rejected domestic 

institutions including PMI in an effort to free Ersa and Fery, began to soften. 

He asked Munir to contact the Central PMI to pick up Ersa. PMI did not dare 

to pick him up because the TNI did not allow them. 

 

While being held hostage by GAM, Ersa and his colleagues kept moving 

around to avoid TNI ambushes. However, it happened on December 29, 

2003. Ersa was hit by a hot lead during a shootout between GAM troops and 

TNI from the VI Marines Battalion on the Malehen River, Simpang Ulim, 

East Aceh. 

 

 
 

Location Ersa Siregar was shot in the Malehen River, Simpang Ulim, 

East Aceh. Photo: Juli Amin 

 

Munir learned the bad news when he gathered with several journalists in 

front of the Waspada office in Lhokseumawe City. At that time he was 

contacted by Imam who said that Ersa Siregar's condition was serious. Five 

minutes later he also received information that Ersa had been shot. That 

afternoon Munir also went to the Media Center Pangkoops TNI. 
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Munir tried to enter the morgue at the Kesrem Hospital not far from there but 

did not get permission. Finally, Munir took the camera and hung it on the 

fence. "I left the camera outside, I went into the morgue of the Kesrem 

Hospital. I saw Mr. Ersa's body being formalized. After being shrouded, I 

joined the funeral prayer," said Munir. As scheduled, Ersa would be flown to 

Jakarta on December 30, 2003. 

 

Munir immediately headed to Medan by road because the next day Ersa's 

body would be flown from Malikussaleh Airport, North Aceh, to Soewondo 

Airfield, Polonia, Medan, North Sumatra. Munir picked up Ersa's body at 

Soewondo Air Base with several journalists. He then took him to Jakarta, to 

the cemetery at Legok Cemetery, Tangerang, Banten. 

 

Of the five hostages, the other four survived. Rahmatsyah was freed by the 

Marines in a gun battle last December 17. Soraya and Safrida were released 

on January 29, 2004. Fery was released by GAM on May 16, 2004, in 

Peudawa Rayeuk, East Aceh. The negotiating team for Fery's release was 

Nezar Patria (Secretary General of AJI Indonesia) Munir Noor, Imam 

Wahyudi, Salahudin, and Nani Afrida, facilitated by the Indonesian Red 

Cross. 

 

*** 

 

Ridhwan, Ersa's eldest child, remembers the time when his father passed 

away. That afternoon, December 29, 2003, he and his mother were preparing 

to go home from Pasar Senen after shopping for merchandise. Suddenly 

someone told me over the phone that Amang was gone. "A bullet went 

through my father's body," wrote Ridhwan. 

 

After hearing the bad news, there was not much the Ersa family could do. 

Ridhwan and his family admitted that they were sincere about the disaster. 

“As I recalled from Mama's story, there was a relative who said to focus on 

taking care of the children's schooling. If she took part in such advocacy, it 

was better not to, because it would take up a lot of time, energy, and money. 

Amang died a martyr, his reputation was also good," said Ridhwan imitating 

his mother's statement. 

 

There is no legal process for Ersa's death, who died in a gun battle between 

TNI and GAM when the area was under martial law status. The Army Chief 

of Staff (KSAD) General Ryamizard Ryacudu confirmed that Ersa was killed 

by TNI bullets. "Ersa was on the side of GAM, the risk was a bullet," he told 
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journalists in Jakarta, Tuesday afternoon, December 30, 2003. "If you do not 

want to be shot, do not be a war reporter." 

 

Despite admitting to being sincere, said Ridhwan, the family welcomes 

anyone who wants to investigate the case of his father's death. “If anyone 

might want to take care of or investigate and the like, feel free. If, for 

example, it is necessary to seek the truth, anyone who is willing is welcome. 

The family is supportive but also not asking. Because our family also does 

not have the ability to do that,” she said. 

 

Ridhwan hopes that there will be a clearer story about the cause of his 

father's death. "Hopefully in the future, the press profession can be more 

protected, so that there are no more similar incidents such as Amang, Udin 

Bernas, Prabangsa, and several other journalists who had to die because of 

carrying out their duties and professions," he added.  
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Eben Haezer. Born in Malang, on June 3, 1985, now lives in Sidoarjo, East 

Java. He is the editor of Harian Surya, a newspaper and online media based 

in the city of Surabaya. Eben has joined this media since 2011. He completed 

a master's program in Media and Communication at Airlangga University, 

Surabaya. Apart from being active as a journalist, Eben is also a lecturer at 

several campuses. One of them is in the Department of Communication, 

FISIP, University of Airlangga. He is also a frequent resource person in 

various writing and citizen journalism training. Eben won some journalism 

competitions and blog competitions. These include the Tangguh Awards 

journalistic competition organized by BNPB, as well as the AirAsia 

Indonesia 10-year blog competition. Eben is also trusted to be the chairman 

of the Alliance of Independent Journalists (AJI) for the City of Surabaya for 

the period 2021-2024. Previously, he was secretary of AJI Surabaya. During 

his time at AJI Surabaya, Eben led the advocacy of violence against Tempo 

journalist, Nurhadi. This case is arguably the only case of violence against 

journalists by the police, which can then be processed until the court and the 

two defendants are found guilty. 

 

 

 

uring the collection of materials to rewrite the case of violence 

against journalist Herliyanto in Probolinggo, there were several 

challenges faced. Among other things, the lack of available data. 

Moreover, the violence occurred when online media was not yet booming in 

Indonesia. So the news at that time was not well documented. Not only news 

records, but this case document was also difficult to find on the internet 

considering that it took place when the court had not yet applied the SIPP 

(Case Tracking System or CTS). As a result, the officers at the Kraksaan 

District Court also spent several days finding the documents for the decision 

which proved crucial in the rewriting of this case. In addition, a valuable 

lesson from writing this case is to be reminded of the importance of 

journalists implementing a code of ethics to avoid becoming victims of 

violence.   

D 
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6. 
Herliyanto (2006) 

Stabbing in the Klenang Forest 

 
  

 

 

pril 25, 2006. Herliyanto, a journalist who works for Tabloid Delta 

Pos, met his friend, Saudi Hasyim, a journalist for Karya Dharma 

and Surabaya Post newspapers, at his home in Sebaung Village, 

Gending District, Probolinggo Regency. "We discussed his coverage in 

Rejing village. He admitted that he was threatened by someone after the news 

about the bridge was broadcast on Radar Bromo," Saudi said during an 

interview at his home in Probolinggo Regency, on June 12, 2022. 

 

Herliyanto, also known as Herli, wrote a news article regarding the alleged 

misappropriation of funds for the bridge construction in Rejing Village, Tiris 

District, Probolinggo Regency, East Java. According to the news, the bridge 

construction project was allegedly not in compliance with the specification 

because it had broken up despite the fact that it was only 5 months old. The 

bridge was built using the PKPS-BBM (Oil Subsidy Compensation Program) 

funds for rural infrastructure in 2005 totaling Rp250 million. 

 

In his meeting with the Saudi, Herli did not mention who threatened him. But 

the Saudi at that time had warned him to be careful. Moreover, the people in 

Rejing Village in those days were known as people with strong character. 

The discussion was closed with Herliyanto saying goodbye to go home and 

promising to come back the next day, April 26, 2006. 

 

Herli tried to fulfill that promise. He first stopped to eat at a stall not far from 

Saudi's house. "But while he was eating, he got a call. He said that two 

people had come to his house. Heri then rushed home," said Saudi. Saudi got 

this information from the stall keeper near his house. 

 

The same memory was conveyed by the Head of Tarokan Village, 

Banyuanyar, Probolinggo Regency, Sugiadi. In an interview with Radar 

A 
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Bromo, Sugiadi admitted that he had met Herliyanto. At that time, he and his 

wife were in a stall in the village of Sebaung Gending. Seeing the village 

head there, Herliyanto also took the time to stop. "In fact, I offered him to eat 

noodles," he said. Herli refused the offer and walked away. "He looked in a 

hurry." 

 

After the mysterious phone call at the stall, it was not known exactly where 

Herli went. The news that came later was the discovery of the body of a 38-

year-old man in the Teak Forest of KRPH Klenang, Tulupari Village, Tiris 

District, Probolinggo, East Java. The one lying covered in blood was 

Herliyanto. 

 

*** 

 

Herliyanto's colleagues in Probolinggo do not remember many details about 

his life. They do not know the exact date of birth of Herli. What they 

remember is that he was a resident of Tarokan Village, Banyuanyar District, 

Probolinggo Regency. He was 38 years old when he died. So it is possible 

that he was born in 1968. His wife was Sami Mudiyana, he had two children.  

Saudi Hasyim, one of his colleagues, said that Herli studied journalism self-

taught. He remembers that one day, Herliyanto came to him and asked to be 

trained in journalism. At that time Herliyanto was already working as a 

reporter in a weekly tabloid. 

 

"He asked me to teach him journalism. Since then, he had often come to see 

me and consulted about the reports he made. I also taught him how to 

interview and write properly. Since we are close and we often met, many 

thought we had a family relationship," said Saudi. 

 

Meetings between Herliyanto and the Saudis were very frequent. Herliyanto 

also invited his wife and children to visit Saudi's house. From what Saudi had 

heard from Herli's wife, her husband had previously worked in a misbar 

cinema (which stands for gerimis bubar, or disperses when it drizzles). 

 

Herli is also said to have invulnerability, which allows him to remain 

uninjured when a group of people abuses him using sharp weapons. Saudi 

suspected that because of his invulnerability, Herli was not afraid to do risky 

coverage. 

 

Because of his courage, Saudi often asked Herli to send a report on an 

incident for him, or in other words, become a stringer. "I forgot the name of 

the tabloid at that time. But what is certain was that when he was killed, he 
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was still listed as a journalist in the tabloid. The article he wrote about the 

bridge in Rejing village was even broadcast in my media," Saudi said. 

 

 
 

Saudi Hasyim (right), one of Herliyanto's best friends, when met at his 

home in Probolinggo, on June 12, 2022. Photo: Eben Haezer 

 

*** 

 

April 26, 2009. The sad news came from a report from a resident of Tulupari 

Village, Tiris District, who saw a motorbike lying on the side of the path that 

connects Tarokan Village with Tulupari Village. Feeling suspicious, the 

resident whose identity was not identified reported to the Banyuanyar Police 

Headquarters. 

 

Upon receiving the report, the police rushed to the location. In addition to 

finding the victim's motorbike, which was still in place, officers also found 

some items that allegedly belonged to the owner of the motorbike. Among 

them is a shoe on the left. 

 

At around 20:00, officers tried to find the owner of the motorbike. About 30 

meters from the victim's motorbike, officers found the victim's body in a 

prone position and lifeless due to stab wounds all over his body. 
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One of Herli's colleagues, Hana Susanti, heard the sad news from Tutug 

Editomo, Head of Public Relations of the Probolinggo Regency Government, 

Saturday afternoon. The editor-in-chief of the Radar Bromo Daily rushed to 

the morgue of Dr. Muhammad Saleh Hospital, Probolinggo. Information 

from his fellow journalists, Herli's body was on its way. 

 

 
 

H Hana Susanti, Chief Editor of Radar Bromo Daily, one of Herliyanto's 

colleagues. Photo: Eben Haezerr 

 

When Hana arrived at the hospital, it was already dark. But Herli's body had 

not arrived. There had gathered a number of journalists. Two of them are 

Ikhsan Mahmudi and Muhammad Hisbullah Huda, a journalist for Suara 

Rakyat. A few moments later Herli's body, which was transported in a police 

pickup, finally arrived. 

 

Herli's body was wrapped in a sheet of woven mat. His right leg was still 

wearing a shoe. While his left leg only wore socks. After an autopsy, at 

around 01.00 WIB, Herli's body was brought home. In the morning, 27 April 

2006, at 08.00 WIB, Herli was buried in his village cemetery. 

 

*** 
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The Radar Bromo Daily wrote this incident on the front page with the title 

"Former Journalist Was Killed". In the news, the chronology of the discovery 

of the victim by residents, including the arrival of the police to the location, 

was conveyed. The police had examined several witnesses regarding this 

matter. From the results of the investigation, the police only obtained general 

information. 

 

"Until now, we have not been able to confirm the identity and number of 

perpetrators as well as the motive behind the murder," said Probolinggo 

Police Chief, AKBP Wizarlan when confirmed through Kasatreskrim AKP 

Samsul Arifin, as quoted by Radar Bromo. 

 

The murder case had drawn criticism from various quarters. The secretary of 

the Probolinggo MUI, H. Yasin SP MSi, urged the police to investigate this 

case. According to him, do not let this case become a trauma for other 

journalists to reveal the truth. "Therefore, the sooner the perpetrator is found, 

the better," he said. 

 

Chairman of Commission A DPRD Probolinggo Regency, Jumanto, rushed 

to the hospital after hearing this sad news. "This case must be thoroughly 

investigated, if possible, the perpetrator can be found as soon as possible. 

Because those killed were related to the journalist profession. If not found 

quickly, this case could be a threat to other journalists," he said. 

 

Similar pressure was conveyed by the PWI Probolinggo Management, 

Samsul Choiri. He demanded the police investigate this case thoroughly as 

soon as possible and punish the perpetrators. He said this case could be a 

terror and a threat to other journalists. "We, journalists from Probolinggo, 

condemn this incident!" he said. 

 

From the autopsy results, it was found that Herli's body had many wounds 

caused by sharp weapons attacks. His stomach was torn until his intestines 

burst open. On his back and hands were also found cuts from sharp weapons. 

Seeing these injuries, many suspected that Herli had tried to fend off attacks 

from the perpetrators. 

 

Based on the fact that his body was found quite far from where his motorbike 

was found, it was also suspected that Herliyanto was actually trying to run 

away from the people who wanted to take his life. 
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Ikhsan Mahmudi, Herliyanto's colleague, when met in Probolinggo, on 

April 23, 2022. Photo: Eben Haezer 

 

Ikhsan Mahmudi, a journalist who knows Herliyanto well, believes that 

Herliyanto was killed because of the news. He gave some indications that 

corroborate his conjecture. First, the location of the Herliyanto massacre was 

not far from Rejing Village, Tiris District, Probolinggo Regency. In addition, 

the forest where Herliyanto was killed was one of the alternative accesses 

that residents usually used to get to the village. 

 

Ikhsan said that about a week before the murder occurred, Herliyanto had 

written a news article on allegations of misappropriation of bridge 

construction funds in Rejing Village. This news, apart from being published 

in the tabloid where Herliyanto worked, Delta Pos, was also published in 

several other newspapers. 

 

The Radar Bromo Daily also wrote news about the alleged fraud. According 

to Hana, the information obtained by journalists about the alleged 

misappropriation of the bridge construction budget came from Herliyanto. 

The information prompted some journalists, including Radar Bromo, to cover 

the issue. 
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Second, the location where Herli was killed is not a place that Herli usually 

went to every day. That means, he passed that place because he did have a 

purpose. In addition, Herli also had a habit of bringing newspapers 

containing his articles to the places where he reported. 

 

"It is possible that he intended to come to Rejing village to distribute 

newspapers that report on the village. So, the suspicion of murder is strong 

because there is a news motive," said Ikhsan, who is also the former 

chairman of PWI Probolinggo when met in Probolinggo, on April 23, 2022. 

 

Third, this murder is not suspected of having a robbery motive. Because 

Herli's property was still found at the location. At that time, his cell phone 

was lost. But amid an investigation by the police, the head of Tarokan 

village, Sugiyadi, handed over the cellphone to the Banyuanyar Police 

Headquarters. 

 

According to Sugiyadi at that time, the cell phone was found by a resident of 

Tulupari village, Tiris District, in a condition without a SIM card. The 

disappearance of this cellphone SIM card led to the allegation that the 

perpetrator wanted to eliminate evidence of communication between Herli 

and the perpetrator. 

 

The belief that Herliyanto was killed because of the news was also conveyed 

by another colleague, Saudi Hasyim. He told about Herli who came to his 

house the day before he was found dead. "He admitted that he was threatened 

by someone after the news about the bridge was broadcast on Radar Bromo," 

Saudi said. 

 

*** 

 

The police were investigating this murder case. According to the Press 

Council's records, the police suspected that there were seven people involved 

but only three people were later arrested and became suspects. They were 

Suit, Nipa Kitpanjar, and Salim Slamet, respectively. All three were tried in 

2007 at the Kraksaan District Court, Probolinggo. 

 

Suit was brought to court on charges of molesting Herliyanto along with 

some other people. The other people were Nipa Kitpanjar, Salim Slamet, 

Abdul Basir, Leng, Sun Slamet, and Lem Jer. The four names mentioned 

later were never arrested by the police. 
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From the verdict of this case, information was obtained that this murder was 

Abdul Basir's initiative. The man asked for the help of six other people to kill 

Herliyanto, who was called his enemy. The scenario was that Abdul Basir 

would challenge Herliyanto first. After a fight broke out, the other six would 

come to help. 

 

They arranged the plan at the Banyuanyar Night Market. From there, they 

went together to Tarokan village, Banyuanyar District. They set off with a 

tandem on several motorbikes. 

 

At that location, just before Herliyanto arrived, they divided the tasks. 

Although it was not explicitly stated in the court's decision document, one of 

them then asked Herliyanto to come to the place. 

 

Not long after, Herliyanto came riding a motorcycle. Abdul Basir intercepted 

him and forced him to stop. That's when he swung his sickle toward the 

victim's stomach. 

 

In an injured condition, Herliyanto tried to run away. However, six of Abdul 

Basir's friends chased him and showered him with sharp weapons to the head 

and waist. In the visum et repertum which was later made by the doctor, it 

was stated that Herliyanto died due to internal organ damage accompanied by 

bleeding due to contact with sharp objects. 

 

In his indictment, the Public Prosecutor from the Probolinggo Regency 

Prosecutor's Office stated that Suit violated article 340 of the Criminal Code 

in conjunction with article 55 paragraph 1 and charged him with a sentence 

of 13 years in prison. However, the judge found Suit not guilty and acquitted 

him because no witness can explain Suit as the perpetrator of the murder. 

 

Ikhsan said Abdul Basir, who was accused of masterminding the murder, was 

the head of the Rejing Village Community Resilience Institute (LKMD). 

After Herli's body was found, he, along with three other people suspected of 

being involved, disappeared. "Until now, it is not clear where he is. Whether 

he is still alive or not. Because there are no more people in the village," said 

Ikhsan. 

 

During the police investigation, the three admitted to being the executioners 

of Herliyanto's murder. Ikhsan explained that Slamet was an important key 

witness in the massacre of this journalist. It was he who claimed to 

communicate directly with Abdul Basir. "Slamet claimed to be the executor 

and was paid around a million rupiahs," he recalled. 
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During the legal process of this case, together with the Alliance of 

Independent Journalists (AJI) and the Association of Indonesian Journalists 

(PWI), journalists in Probolinggo held several solidarity actions. They urged 

the police and prosecutors to thoroughly investigate this case. 

 

As told by Saudi Hasyim, solidarity actions were held to urge the police to 

immediately arrest the people suspected of being the perpetrators of the 

murders. However, after the perpetrator was arrested, advocacy and support 

for the disclosure of this case began to slacken. "Even when the trial of the 

defendants took place, it was only at the beginning that journalists came to 

court," Saudi said. 

 

The legal process of this case was far from expectations. Salim Slamet, who 

was a key witness in this case, did not attend the trial several times because 

he was considered mentally ill. The trial was postponed four times to allow 

the prosecutor to present Salim Slamet. 

 

Regarding Salim Slamet's mental condition, this was confirmed by a letter 

from the Mental Hospital Dr. Radjiman Wedyodiningrat in Lawang District, 

Malang Regency. The judge also decided that Salim Slamet was free. 

"Because this key witness was considered mentally ill, then the other two 

defendants, Suit and Nipah, were also released because there was not enough 

evidence," said Ikhsan. 

 

According to Ikhsan, Salim Slamet was then taken to the Mental Hospital in 

Lawang, Malang. After being treated there for some time, he reportedly ran 

away. With the court's decision, no one was convicted in the case of Herli's 

death. "The killers of Herliyanto have not yet received their sentence," he 

concluded. 
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Abdul Manan. He took a bachelor's degree majoring in journalism at the 

College of Communication Studies – Alma mater Wartawan Surabaya 

(Stikosa-AWS). Became a contributor to Surabaya D&R Magazine 1996-

1999, editor of Nusa Daily, Bali, 1999-2001. Since 2001 he has joined 

Tempo until now. 

 

 

 

he material about the story of the murder of the journalist Radar Bali, 

AA Prabangsa, was taken from the book Jejak Darah Setelah Berita 

(Blood Trail After News), which was published by AJI in 2012. Apart 

from being a recording of the murder, it also tells about AJI 

Denpasar’advocacy during the leadership of Bambang Wiyono to encourage 

investigations into the case and punish the perpetrators. The book was the 

result of reportage by Bambang Wiyono, Rofiqi Hasan, Dewi Umaryati, and 

Miftakul Huda, a member of AJI Denpasar. Sunudyantoro and I were the 

writers. For this collection of articles, I have re-extracted the story and 

added an update in its advocacy regarding efforts to grant remissions to 

Nyoman Susrama, the mastermind behind Prabangsa's murder. The granting 

of remission sparked strong protests from the Indonesian press community. 

AJI led the protest movement. After demonstrations, online petitions, and 

various other types of pressure, President Jokowi finally canceled the 

remission in February 2019. 
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7. 
Anak Agung Prabangsa (2009) 

Death Comes to Bangli 
  

 

  

ebruary 11, 2009. Agung Gde Bagus Narendra Prabangsa, editor of the 

Radar Bali Daily, did not say goodbye to his wife for work. The 

distance between his house in Sanglah and Radar Bali's office on St. 

Cokroaminoto Gang Katalia No. 26, Ubung, was indeed quite close. 

Prihantini, Prabangsa's wife, did not remember any oddities at that time. The 

woman only heard Prabangsa's black GL Pro motorbike roaring away. 

 

Arriving at the office, Prabangsa started to work as usual. He gave 

assignments to reporters, following up on news developments published that 

day for tomorrow's edition. Near lunchtime, he called Rai Warsa, the 

newspaper's managing editor. That day Rai got a day off. Prabangsa asked to 

exchange holidays. Permission was not granted, but Prabangsa left anyway. 

 

 
 

Radar Bali journalist, AA Prabangsa. Photo: Processed from the 

Bisnis.com site 

F 
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Not long after, the General Manager of Radar Bali, Justin Herman, contacted 

Prabangsa. He asked about the progress of the Honda DeteksiBasketball 

League held by the newspaper. The two of them chatted for a while. After 

that, it was Putu Suyatra's turn, another Radar Bali journalist, to contact him. 

It was connected for a while but then disconnected. 

 

After that, Prabangsa seemed to have disappeared, as if the earth had 

swallowed him. His wife asked the office when the husband did not come 

home until the next day. Radar Bali then posted an announcement in its 

newspaper about the disappearance of one of its journalists. The search ended 

with the news about Prabangsa, already dead, in the waters of Bungsil Bay, 

Karangasem, on February 16, 2009. 

  

*** 

 

Prabangsa was born in Bangli on November 20, 1968. This 41-year-old man 

was a graduate of History from Udayana University, Denpasar. His 

journalistic career began in 1995, by becoming a reporter for Nusa Daily 

(now renamed Nusa Bali Daily). Prabangsa only lasted four years in Nusa. In 

1999, he joined the local tabloid in Bali, Manggala. There, he often wrote on 

spiritual issues about Bali. Just a year in Manggala, Prabangsa moved again 

to Radar Bali Daily. 

 

Radar Bali at that time was just established. From the start, the subsidiary of 

the Jawa Pos group was determined to pioneer a new reader market in Bali. 

In his first years at Radar Bali, Prabangsa was a reporter covering the local 

government and DPRD. In his daily life, Prabangsa was friendly and had 

many friends. He had several nicknames. Among his fellow journalists, he 

was usually addressed by the names Gungde, Agung, or Asa. His last name 

was his initials in every story he wrote. 

 

Prabangsa married to Anak Agung Sagung Istri Mas Prihantini on January 8, 

1995. He had two children. The eldest daughter, Anak Agung Istri Sri Hartati 

Dewandari, was 14 years old. Their second child was a son, Anak Agung 

Gde Candra Dwipa, 12 years old. The small family lived on Nusa 

Kambangan Street, Sanglah, Denpasar. As a journalist, he was known as a 

diligent and painstaking worker in storing archives and data. His desk was 

full of documents and research results, even though he had finished writing 

news related to the topic. "Someday it will be needed again," he once said. 

 

He also often went against the flow, writing on issues that other journalists 

did not pay much attention to. After nine years at Radar Bali, Prabangsa was 
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trusted to be the editor in charge of regional news. He was responsible for 

managing the Dwipa 1 and Dwipa 2 pages, which contained news from all 

districts in Bali. Apart from editing the news, Prabangsa was also in charge 

of planning coverage and coordinating the reporters working on the page. 

 

Apart from editing, Prabangsa frequently went down by himself to write 

news. Incidentally, Radar Bali did not have a reporter in Bangli, where 

Prabangsa was born. "Because of that, he often wrote stories about Bangli 

himself," said Justin Maurits Herman, General Manager of Radar Bali. "He 

felt he had a moral responsibility to cover important events there." It was the 

news he wrote that later became the cause of his death. 

 

*** 

 

After calling Rai Warsa and asking for leave, Prabangsa drove his motorbike 

to Bangli, his hometown. His parents and some of his extended family still 

live in Taman Bali, Bangli, about 60 kilometers from Denpasar. According to 

the testimony of a number of his relatives, Prabangsa arrived at his parents' 

house at 13.00. He was present at a traditional ceremony in his homeland. 

"That day there was a Nelubulanin event (a traditional Balinese ceremony for 

a three-month-old baby) for the child of one of his relatives," said one of 

Prabangsa's brothers. 

 

In the middle of the ceremony, around 15.00, Prabangsa's cell phone rang. He 

talked for a long time on the phone. It was not clear what was being said. No 

one remembered Prabangsa's tone of voice or facial expression when he 

received the phone call. What is clear, after the telephone conversation 

ended, Prabangsa rushed to leave. He only had time to leave the motorbike at 

his parents' house, then disappeared. 

 

“He said he had an appointment to meet someone, but he didn't say who,” 

said one of his relatives. In a hurry, Prabangsa walked away from his 

extended family home. His figure disappeared in an alley between the houses 

of Taman Bali residents. That was the last time Prabangsa's relatives saw the 

man alive 

 

At the same time, at the Radar Bali office, the busyness of the editorial crew 

in preparing the news script for tomorrow's edition began to be felt. During 

the typical commotion of the newsroom, Prabangsa was nowhere to be seen. 

At around 20.00, an editor tried to contact Prabangsa's cell phone. The phone 

was on, there was a dial tone. But Prabangsa did not pick up the phone. 
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That day the deadline drew near. The two pages of Dwipa which were 

Prabangsa's responsibility must be filled out immediately. An editor on duty 

that day took the initiative to contact Rai Warsa, the person in charge of the 

Radar Bali page. Rai actually had a day off. But there was no choice, the 

page had to be filled and the newspaper had to be published. Rai rushed to 

the office, replacing Prabangsa's duties. 

 

The next day, February 12, 2009, Prihantini contacted the Radar Bali office, 

informing him that Prabangsa had not yet returned. Justin Herman and 

Prabangsa's colleagues at Radar Bali began to feel that something was wrong. 

No one knew where Prabangsa went. Normally, there must be a friend who 

got a message, or at least Prabangsa said goodbye when he went to cover 

events or meet sources for interviews. That same day, they reported it to the 

police. 

 

Two days have passed without news. On February 14, Radar Bali carried out 

an announcement about Prabangsa's disappearance. They hope that some 

readers will provide information about the disappearance of their co-workers. 

The full announcement on Radar Bali reads as follows: "Leaving Home. 

Anak Agung Prabangsa left home on Wednesday, February 11, 2009. When 

he left his home on Nusa Kambangan Street, Denpasar, he wore a white shirt 

and jeans and rode a GL Pro motorcycle. For people who find him, please 

contact his families.” 

 

Two days later, on February 16, 2009, Prabangsa's body was found in 

Bungsil Bay, Karangasem. It was Muhari, 45 years old, the captain of the 

Perdana Nusantara ship, who was credited with finding Prabangsa's body. He 

was sailing through the calm waters of Bungsil Bay, from Lembar Harbor in 

Lombok, West Nusa Tenggara to Padang Bai port, Bali, when his eyes 

caught sight of something floating on the high seas. 
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Prabangsa's body arrives at Sanglah Hospital, Denpasar,  

on February 16, 2009. Photo: AJI Denpasar Documentation 

 

After recording the coordinates of the body's discovery, Muhari rushed his 

ship ashore. In Padang Bai, he immediately reported his findings to the 

Harbor Master, Made Sudiarta. He sent three ships to the point. At the 

location mentioned by Muhari, the team split up to look for traces of the 

body. In less than half an hour, Prabangsa's body was found. The location of 

the discovery was at the coordinates of 08.32.882 south latitude and 

115.30.672 east longitude, still in the waters of Bungsil Bay 1. 

 

Two days after Prabangsa's body was found. Bali Police Chief Inspector 

General Pol. Teuku Ashikin Husein confirmed that the journalist was killed. 

The investigation began. To find out who the perpetrators of this heinous 

murder are, the police must first find out the motive for the murder. The link 

between Prabangsa's death and the news he wrote must be found. In addition, 

the police also opened up the possibility that Prabangsa died due to other 

matters, including matters of romance. 

 

A month after the discovery of Prabangsa's body, a team of investigators led 

by Akhmad Nur Wahid had examined dozens of witnesses. By March 2009, 

the police had confirmed that Prabangsa's murder was not related to his 

romance. However, clues that lead to other motives were still very vague. 

 

The head of AJI Denpasar, Bambang Wiyono, urged the police to complete 

an investigation into Prabangsa's murder. "The police must work quickly to 
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uncover this case. It could be that the murder is related to personal matters or 

allegations of extortion, but the important thing is that the police must find 

the perpetrator first," he said. 

 

*** 

 

Apart from pushing through the media, AJI also initiated the formation of a 

team to oversee this case. On February 21, 2009, Chairman of AJI Denpasar 

Bambang Wiyono and senior photographer–who is also a member of AJI 

Denpasar–Joko Sugianto, talked about this issue in a light discussion at 

Warung Soto Surabaya, Jl. Hayam Wuruk, Denpasar. They realized the 

importance of the Prabangsa murder case being thoroughly disclosed, 

considering that this was the first journalist murder case in Bali during the 

reform era. 

 

Bambang and Joko then invited Rofiqi Hassan, Coordinator of the Denpasar 

AJI Advocacy Division, to join the discussion. After discussing various 

aspects of the Prabangsa case, the three of them agreed to initiate the 

formation of the Prabangsa Case Advocacy Team. Rofiqi was chosen to be 

the team coordinator. 

 

Bambang and Joko began guerrilla-seeking support. A number of influential 

figures in Bali were embraced to support team work. Quickly, the team 

membership swelled. Advocates, NGO activists, politicians, religious 

leaders, and even thugs were willing to join this team. The existence of 

members with various backgrounds was essential to anticipate various 

problems that may arise in the process of investigating the Prabangsa case. 

 

The Advocacy Team suspected this murder because of the news. The first 

gap was the news written by Prabangsa related to Bangli, Prabangsa's 

birthplace. It was all written in December 2008, about two months before he 

went missing and was later found dead. 

 

The news first appeared on December 3, 2008, entitled "Supervisor Formed 

after Project Run." It was about irregularities in the road construction project 

in Bangli Regency. Then there was another story entitled "Sharing the Direct 

Procurement Project of the Bangli Education Office" which was written a 

week later, on December 8, 2008. The next day, Prabangsa wrote a follow-up 

story about alleged corruption at the Bangli Education Office with the title 

"Decree of the Head of the Office Assessed Defective". 
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The three reports showed that Prabangsa was actually sniffing out a network 

of state budget manipulation games in the Bangli Regency Government. He 

might know who was the main character behind some of the allegations of 

corruption that he wrote. Surprisingly, the three stories only appeared briefly 

in December 2008, then subsided. 

 

The discovery of these three news stories, which had the potential to become 

the source of trouble for Prabangsa, strengthens the Advocacy Team's initial 

suspicion that the journalist's death was related to the news he wrote. 

Unfortunately, this really valuable information was still ineffective in 

motivating the police to work faster. 

 

The discovery of three stories written by Prabangsa in December 2008 about 

corruption at the Bangli Regency Education Office, became an initial clue for 

journalists. They started contacting sources within the civil service and 

officials in Bangli who knew about the corruption in the Education Office 

and government projects that were being worked on there. The advocacy 

team urged the police to take this case more seriously. 

 

The Balinese journalist's demands were apparently responded to positively by 

the police. The Regional Police formed Lima Team to investigate this case. 

The Lidik Team, which consisted of detectives in the field, for example, was 

entrusted with acquiring all information related to the killings. The IT team 

was responsible for tracking the contents of Prabangsa's telephone 

communications and exchanging last messages via his Flexi cellular phone. 

 

It was the IT team's work that later became the initial key to unlocking the 

mystery of this murder case. This team found some evidence–in the form of 

short messages as well as the contents of telephone conversations–between 

Prabangsa and a number of people who were later named suspects in this 

murder case. "Essentially, they asked Prabangsa to stop writing about 

corruption cases in Bangli. They asked to stop reporting on these cases," said 

Akhmad Nur Wahid, the commander of Lima Team. 

 

Since the evidence of these conversations and short messages was found, 

police investigations began to point to certain people in Bangli. They were 

the Head of the Bangli Education Office, Anak Agung Ngurah Samba, and 

his nephew, Anak Agung Sastrawan. The police were also starting to look for 

a link to this murder with Nyoman Susrama, the younger brother of the 

Bangli Regent, and his close friend and bodyguard, Nyoman Wiradnyana 

alias Rencana. Sastrawan was a contractor who worked on school 

construction projects at the Bangli Education Office, while Susrama was 
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known as an unofficial ruler who often determined who won tenders in 

Bangli. 

 

Susrama was also not a random figure. He was a politician of the Indonesian 

Democratic Party of Struggle (PDIP). The investigation did not progress. The 

Advocacy Team did not sit silent but instead continued to push for the 

investigation of this case and to ensure that the party did not interfere. On 

May 25, 2009, AJI Denpasar held a prayer to commemorate the 100th 

anniversary of Prabangsa's death. Among the audience, the chairman of the 

Bali PDIP DPD AA Ngurah Oka Ratmadi alias Cok Rat was present. 

 

When given time to speak, Bali's PDIP figure, Cok Rat, confirmed his 

support for efforts to resolve the Prabangsa murder case. "Don't be afraid, 

don't worry. You have a responsibility to monitor this case. Many parties are 

behind you," said Cok Rat to long applause. 

 

On the same day, the Bali Police announced seven suspects in the Prabangsa 

murder. All of them have been arrested and detained by the police. After 100 

days, the big question of who killed Prabangsa began to emerge. Nyoman 

Susrama was questioned by the police for the first time in early May 2009, 

about three months after Prabangsa's death. 

 

 
 

Commemoration of the 100th anniversary of Prabangsa's death, at the 

AJI Denpasar office, May 25, 2009. The chairman of the Bali PDIP DPD 

AA Ngurah Oka Ratmadi alias Cok Rat was present at this activity. 
Photo: AJI Denpasar Documentation 
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All evidence and testimony gathered by the police confirmed that Prabangsa's 

murder took place on February 11, 2009. At around 14:00 local time, 

Susrama contacted his subordinate, Komang Gede, to pick up Prabangsa at 

his parents' house in Taman Bali, Bangli. At that time, Prabangsa was in 

Bangli to attend the Nelubulanin Ceremony (a ceremony for a three-month-

old baby) for the child of one of his relatives. 

 

One hour later, at around 15.00, Komang Gede, Nyoman Rencana, and 

Komang Gede Wardana alias Mangde, arrived at Taman Bali. They were 

driving a metallic light green Honda Civic LX. Prabangsa was waiting. The 

four of them then moved to Susrama's unused house in Banjar Petak, 

Bebalang, Bangli. 

 

On the way, Prabangsa's hands were tied behind his back. Less than half an 

hour, they arrived at Banjar Petak. Prabangsa was taken out of the car and 

herded into the backyard. His hands were still tightly bound. Not long after, a 

black Kijang Krista car also approached the house. 

 

Out of the car, Susrama and one of his men, Dewa Sumbawa. Without saying 

much, Susrama gave orders to his men to start beating Prabangsa. Prabangsa 

did not move. His body was battered. Susrama even intervened, hitting 

Prabangsa's head. On one occasion, Prabangsa jumped and ran out of the 

house. But the escape failed. Mangde, Rencana, and Sumbawa managed to 

catch him and drag him back to Susrama's backyard. At that time, Susrama 

gave the order to kill Prabangsa. 

 

Rencana and Mangde then took the large wooden blocks that were scattered 

in the yard and approached Prabangsa. The house was not finished yet. Piles 

of bricks and wood piled here and there. Prabangsa begged for forgiveness, 

but he was ignored. Prabangsa's body went limp and fell to the ground. 

Susrama dealt the final blow, releasing the wooden block in his hand. 

Prabangsa collapsed. 

 

Susrama then ordered two of his other subordinates, Endi Mashuri and 

Darianto, to clean up Prabangsa's pool of blood. They doused it with water 

and filled it with earth and sand. Prabangsa who fainted but was still 

breathing was carried into the house and held in a room there. The wound on 

his head was gaping and bleeding. 
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Around 21.00, according to Susrama's instructions, Mangde and Rencana put 

Prabangsa's still limp body into their boss's red Kijang Rover. The car then 

accelerated to Goa Lawah Beach. 

 

When questioned by the police, Dewa Sumbawa, who was the driver that 

night, told how Prabangsa's body was thrown into the sea. Approaching Goa 

Lawah Beach, in Blatung Hamlet, Pesinggahan Village, Klungkung Regency, 

Susrama called someone who was suspected to be the owner of the boat. 

When the car came to shore, the owner of the boat was waiting. Gus Oblong 

and Maong carried Prabangsa who was still alive into the boat. Not long 

after, the boat sailed into the middle of the sea. They returned without 

Prabangsa. 

 

"This is a case of premeditated murder. The motive is that the perpetrator was 

hurt related to the news that the victim had revealed about the irregularities in 

the education office project in Bangli," said the Bali Police Chief, Inspector 

General Ashikin Husein when announcing the suspects in this case, on May 

25, 2009. According to Ashikin, the police would charge the suspects with 

Article 338 of the Criminal Code (KUHP) for committing murder. The 

maximum penalty was fifteen years in prison. The police also charged them 

with Article 340 of the Criminal Code on premeditated murder. The 

punishment was more severe: the death penalty or life imprisonment. 

 

A few hours before Ashikin announced Susrama's name as a suspect, some 

policemen came to Susrama's house. Early in the morning around 05.00, 

there was a knock on his door. When the door was opened, the police barged 

in and arrested Susrama. Six other perpetrators: Komang Gede, Nyoman 

Rencana, Mangde, Dewa Sumbawa, Endi Mashuri, and Darianto alias 

Jampes were arrested the day before. The rest: Gus Oblong and Nyoman 

Suwecita alias Maong, were arrested the afternoon after the announcement of 

the names of the suspects. 

 

The first trial of the Prabangsa murder case was held on Thursday, October 8, 

2009, at the Denpasar District Court. The prosecutor read out the articles that 

were charged to the nine inmates in the defendant's seat. Seven people were 

charged with Article 340 of the Criminal Code, subsidiary to Article 338 of 

the Criminal Code in conjunction with Articles 55 and 56 of the Criminal 

Code on Premeditated Murder with the threat of the death penalty. They were 

Nyoman Susrama, Nyoman Wiradnyana alias Rencana, Komang Gede, 

Komang Gede Wardana alias Mangde, Dewa Gede Mulya Antara alias Dewa 

Sumbawa, Ida Bagus Gede Adnyana Narbawa alias Gus Oblong, and I 

Wayan Suwecita alias Maong. 
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Two other suspects Endi Mashuri alias Endi and Darianto alias Nano alias 

Jampes were charged with Article 221 (1) 1e of the Criminal Code and or 2 

of the Criminal Code concerning hiding people who committed crimes and 

eliminating traces of crimes with a threat of nine months in prison. As 

expected, Nyoman Susrama, the main defendant and intellectual actor in the 

Prabangsa murder, did not admit to committing the murder. 

 

 
 

Nyoman Susrama during a verdict reading at the Denpasar District 

Court, 15 February 2010. Photo: AJI Denpasar Documentation 

 

The trial for this case was held on February 15, 2010, a year after Prabangsa's 

death. Djumain, Chairman of the Panel of Judges in the case of the defendant 

Susrama, explained one by one the considerations of the panel of judges. On 

one occasion, he said, "The murder committed by the defendant was 

heinous." Finally, the panel of judges sentenced him to life imprisonment. 

This sentence was lighter than the prosecutor's request, which demanded the 

death penalty. The other perpetrators were sentenced to 9 months to 20 years 

in prison. 
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Details of the Sentences for Prabangsa's Murderers 

 

Defendant Role Sentence 

I Nyoman Susrama Intellectual actor Life sentence 

Komang Gede Pick up the victim 20 years prison 

Nyoman Rencana Executor and corpse 

carrier 

20 years prison 

Komang Gede 

Wardana 

alias Mangde 

Car driver and corpse 

carrier 

20 years prison 

Dewa Sumbawa Car driver, corpse carrier 8 years prison 

Endi Mashuri Cleansing the victim's 

blood 

9 months prison 

Darianto alias Jampes Cleansing the victim's 

blood 

9 months prison 

Gus Oblong Beating and dumping 

corpses 

5 years prison 

Nyoman Suwecita 

alias Maong 

Beating and dumping 

corpses 

8 years prison 

  

All defendants rejected the judge's verdict and filed an appeal. At the end of 

April 2010, the Bali High Court rejected all appeals of the nine defendants. 
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They then appealed to the Supreme Court. Only Gus Oblong, Jampes, and 

Endi accepted the verdict. On September 24, 2010, the Supreme Court 

rejected his cassation so that the verdicts for the six perpetrators remained 

unchanged. Susrama was sentenced to life imprisonment. Meanwhile, in the 

plan, Komang Gede and Mangde were sentenced to 20 years in prison. 

Maong and Dewa 8 years in prison. 

 

*** 

 

After a long time of not being heard from, the Prabangsa case was again a 

topic of discussion after President Joko Widodo issued Presidential Decree 

No. 29 of 2018 concerning Granting of Remissions Changes from Life 

Sentence to Temporary Penalties. One of the 114 who received remission 

was Susrama. With this decision, Susrama was no longer sentenced to life, 

but 20 years in prison. This news sparked strong protests from the journalist 

community. 

 

The Indonesian Alliance of Independent Journalists (AJI), which has been 

advocating for this case from the start, organized protests in various regions. 

Until February 2019, demonstrations against the granting of these remissions 

took place in at least more than 30 cities. Protests against this remission 

policy also came from the domestic and international press community. 

 

AJI also garnered public support through change.org. The online petition was 

then submitted to the Director General of Corrections (Dirjen PAS) Sri 

Puguh Utami, at her office on Jalan Veteran, Central Jakarta, February 8, 

2019. The online petition was raised on January 27, 2019. As of Thursday, 

February 7, 2019, the number of supporters was 48,000. 

 

In addition to the online petition, the AJI delegation with LBH Jakarta, 

YLBHI, and LBH Pers submitted a letter of objection and asked President 

Joko Widodo to revoke the remission of convict Susrama from 36 AJI cities, 

and 8 letters from LBH Pers, YLBHI and the International Federation of 

Journalists (IFJ). AJI and LBH Pers were also planning to challenge this 

policy to the Administrative Court. 

 

Another effort was also made to hold a protest in Surabaya when President 

Jokowi attended PWI's birthday and National Press Day on February 9, 2019. 

The protests and advocacy of this case were successful. When asked by 

reporters after giving a speech at the PWI event, the President stated that he 

had signed a letter to cancel Susrama's remission.  
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Muhammad Abdul Syah. He started his career as a journalist in 2003 at 

Kabarpapua.co. Now he is a journalist in one of the weekly tabloids in 

Jayapura. As a child born in Jayapura in 1980, he made Papua his coverage 

area. 

 

 

 

eing part of a team of journalists who conduct research and dig up 

facts about the murder of journalists, the preparation of this dark 

number book, has its own challenges. Moreover, extracting this 

information is carried out in areas that are still hit by conflict, such as 

Papua. Hopefully, journalists in Indonesia, including in Papua, will not be 

intimidated by state officials in carrying out their profession. 
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8. 
Ardiansyah Matrais (2010) 

After the July Terrors 
  

  

 

he family noticed something different from Ardiansyah Marais, a 

Merauke TV journalist, in July 2010. He seemed to be more often 

silent in his room and often devoted himself to the Qur'an. He also 

appeared to be an obedient person. According to information compiled by the 

Jayapura Alliance of Independent Journalists (AJI), the change occurred after 

he met someone. To the family, the unknown person claimed to be 

Ardiansyah's college friend. 

 

A few months earlier, Ardiansyah had also frequently received short 

messages (SMS) with a tone of terror from a phone number he did not 

recognize. Usually, the message was received by Ardiansyah between 

midnight and early morning. But he always deletes the threatening SMS. 

Several threatening SMS were also received by some other journalists in 

Merauke during the same period. The short message contained threats related 

to the regional head election in Merauke. 

 

 
 

Maro River, Merauke, where the body of Ardiansyah Marais was found. 
Photo: Muhammad Abdul Shah 
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July 28, 2010. Around 13.00 local time, Ardiansyah told several close friends 

that he would meet someone. But he did not mention the location of the 

meeting. After meeting with someone whose identity was not yet known, 

Ardiansyah never came home. Then there was news that he was found dead 

in Maro River, near Gudang Arang, Merauke, Papua, on July 30, 2017. 

 

*** 

 

His full name was Ardiansyah Qomar Wibisono Matra'is. He took his 

primary education and secondary education in Merauke. While his high 

school education was taken at Budi Utomo High School, Perak Jombang, and 

graduated in 1999. He continued his undergraduate education at Merdeka 

University, Malang, and graduated in 2004. 

 

Ardiansyah married Wulistilawati while still in college in 2003. 

Wulistilawati herself was a college friend. From this marriage, they were 

blessed with two children, namely Huda Nirwana Matra'is and Putri Diah 

Pitaloka. After completing his undergraduate education, Ardiansyah was 

unemployed, then returned to Merauke in 2005 with his wife. 

 

Ardiansyah's journalistic career began in 2007. He joined a weekly tabloid 

published by Merauke. However, this newspaper did not last long due to 

financial problems. He then joined local TV, which was initiated by the 

Regional Government of Merauke Regency, although not for long. He was 

on Top TV in Jayapura, Papua, before finally joining the Jubi (Jujur Bicara, 

or Honest Talk) Online Tabloid and managing Jubi TV Online. 

 

There were several journalistic works by Ardiansyah while on Jubi TV 

Online. One of them was the coverage of the alleged illegal logging case in 

the Sarmi and Keerom areas, Papua, which involved the security forces. 

Unfortunately, the archive of the news published in the Jubi tabloid no longer 

existed. Victor added that when reporting on illegal logging, Ardiansyah had 

the status of a stringer or a freelance journalist. 

 

Ardiansyah told a number of his colleagues that he had received threats via 

SMS. In the early 2010 period, it was not only him who experienced it. Short 

messages containing threats were indeed milling about along with the 

regional head elections in Merauke at the end of July 2010. One of the terrors 

via SMS, for example, emerged after the media in Merauke reported on the 

destruction of campaign billboards belonging to one candidate for regent and 

deputy regent. 
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Lala, a journalist for the print media in Merauke and a correspondent for the 

Bintang Papua Daily in Jayapura City, for example, admitted that she was 

terrorized via SMS and threatened with death. "This terror SMS is not just 

once, but several times," said Lala. The sender was an unknown person using 

the number 081230013819. The perpetrator also called, but never picked up 

when she called back. 

 

The SMS terror began to be received by journalists on July 27, 2010. One of 

the SMS reads: "Smile sweetly to everyone. Show off your beautiful smile, 

lady, because who knows today you will enjoy your last breath on Earth, 

Papua, which will be free." At first, Lala thought the SMS was from her 

fellow journalists who were just having fun. However, Lala's confidence 

wavered after a follow-up SMS stating that the SMS that had just been sent 

was "serious" and "not a joke". 

 

At almost the same time, the Chief Editor of the Papua Selatan Pos Daily, 

Raymond, also received an SMS with a similar tone. One of the SMS read: 

"The war drums are ready, the mass bases are only deployed, we will kill one 

by one, Merauke is ready to be covered in blood, the police and TNI are 

barren, ha ha ha... Cowardly journalists, don't ever play with fire otherwise 

want to burn. Because the fire will burn all over your body. If you still want 

to eat in this land don't make any trouble. We have listed all of you and 

prepare to be slaughtered, ha ha ha." 

 

At first, Raymond did not pay much attention to the SMS. However, after 

learning that many of his colleagues had received similar threats, he and his 

friends agreed to report it to the police. Were SMS messages like that 

received and always deleted by Ardiansyah? This matter cannot be 

ascertained. Ardiansyah reportedly deleted the threatening messages. 

 

Joansyah also told that a few moments before his brother had disappeared. 

According to him, at around 13.00 WIT, Ardiansyah left the house after 

picking up his son Yudha from school. Ardiansyah wore shorts and leather 

flip-flops and rode a motorbike. At that time Ardiansyah did not tell him 

where he was going. 
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Joansyah, Ardiansyah Matrais' older brother. 
Photo: Muhammad Abdul Shah 

 

When it was late afternoon, around 15.20 WIT, there was no news from 

Ardiansyah. Worried that something bad would happen, the family searched 

some places, starting from Buti Beach, Payum Beach, Lampu Satu Beach, 

then to the Maro Bridge Harbor. "We went to coastal areas because we knew 

the victim liked fishing," said Joansyah. That afternoon the search yielded no 

results. 

 

The search then continued into the night. It was at that time that one of 

Ardiansyah's brothers found a motorbike, and the leather flip-flops that 

Ardiasnyah was wearing were on the Maro Bridge. "At that time we were 

confused about where he was because we found a motorbike and sandals on 

the bridge," said Joansyah. Only the next day there was news about the 

discovery of the body. 

 

Nella Matahine, a resident of Gudang Arang, Maro Village, Merauke 

District, was the first resident to see Ardiansyah's body. At that time, at 

around 06.00 WIT, she was about to throw garbage on the riverbank. She 

was startled by a naked corpse caught in the anchor rope of a fishing boat 

parked near her house. She then told neighbors and fishermen around. 
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According to Nella, the corpse was already swollen, and the skin was bluish. 

She saw clearly in one of the corpse's left hands there was a nylon rope knot 

and traces of a fishing net wrapped around it. "Then I saw a ship guard 

scraping the corpse with a long stick to get it off the anchor rope. Then the 

body drifted again and got stuck in the wooden support of a resident's house," 

she said. 

 

Frans Koubun was one of the first journalists to receive information on the 

discovery of the body. He got the news from Nella Matahine. Frans Koubun 

himself was still related to Nella. Arriving at the location, Frans then took 

pictures from several angles. "At that time, I did not know that the corpse I 

photographed was of a professional colleague," said Frans when he was 

found in Merauke, on April 14, 2022. It was only in the afternoon that he 

knew the identity of this corpse. 

 

 
 

Frans Koubun, former journalist for the Papua Pos Daily.  
Photo: Muhammad Abdul Shah 

 

Frans then contacted a number of his fellow journalists, namely Agapitus 

Batbual (Suara Perempuan Papua Weekly Newspaper) and Jerimias Omona 

(Tempo Contributor). The three then went to the mortuary of the Merauke 

Regional General Hospital. 
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*** 

 

There was a lot of speculation about the possible cause of Ardiansyah's death. 

The former editor-in-chief of the Jubi tabloid, Victor Mambor, was closely 

related to the news on the alleged illegal logging in Keerom Regency, Papua. 

According to Victor Mambor, the information collected by Ardiansyah was 

part of the editorial assignment. The information was broadcast on Jubi 

Tabloid. 

 

Victor also suspected that there was a state apparatus disguised as a Jubi 

tabloid crew. One was suspected to be a member of the State Intelligence 

Agency (BIN), and the other was a Special Forces Command (Kopassus) 

personnel. "At that time, we really missed out because we hired intelligence," 

he said. However, he did not rule out the possibility that there was another 

motive, namely that it had something to do with the woman who had been his 

girlfriend. 

 

Jerry Omona, Ardiansyah's friend and former editor of Jubi, had a different 

view. According to him, Ardiansyah's death was possibly due to a mental 

disorder. "Initially, this mental disorder was not serious. He was stressed 

because of the economic demands. Because maybe at that time the salary was 

small," said Jerry. He considered that the threat to him had no major effect. 

This is because the illegal logging news that Ardiansyah had made was still 

categorized as "flat." 

 

Victor suspected that Ardiansyah's death had something to do with two men 

who were also working at the Jubi tabloid. The two men in question were 

state officials disguised as Jubi tabloid crew. Both were known to be a 

member of the State Intelligence Agency (BIN) and a member of the Special 

Forces Command (Kopassus). 

 

The National Human Rights Commission (Komnas HAM) formed an 

investigation team to investigate Ardiansyah's death. The team consisted of 

six people, a combination of members of the Jakarta Komnas HAM and 

Papua Komnas HAM. After collecting and analyzing facts on the ground, the 

Komnas HAM team found early indications that Ardiansyah's death was 

related to the Merauke Regional Head Election process. However, as of May 

2011, there had been no significant progress in handling the Ardiansyah 

murder case. 

 

Joansyah said there were two versions of the alleged murder. First, the results 

of the police investigation stated that the victim's death was due to suicide. 
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Second, the results of the Komnas HAM and AJI investigations stated that 

the victim's death was related to the news. 

 

Regarding the alleged possibility of depression and suicide, Joansyah said 

that Ardiansyah had indeed been treated at the Abepura mental hospital, 

Jayapura. "From the medical history, it was true that the deceased had severe 

depression and then went to a mental hospital. The deceased was admitted to 

a mental hospital with mental stress, it means there is a reason," he said when 

met in Merauke, on April 11, 2022. 

 

Joansyah admitted that he could not predict the possible cause. "But 

according to the story of the deceased when he was in Merauke, when he was 

still on duty at Jubi newspaper, he had time to take pictures of illegal wood in 

the Jayapura area. I had seen the photos. After that, pressures from unknown 

parties began. Often spied on, finally depressed, then entered a mental 

hospital," he said. 

 

The police had another version of the possibility of this murder, which was 

related to his relationship with another woman while in Jayapura. According 

to Joansyah, Ardiansyah had a chance to talk about the woman. "But in my 

opinion, if the depression was caused by another woman, I do not believe it. 

This deceased during his life really appreciated his life. If he had short 

thoughts and then committed suicide, I don't think he would," he said. 

 

*** 

 

Papua Police Chief Inspector General Bekto Suprapto explained that from the 

autopsy results, there were no signs of violence, and the post-mortem results 

could not yet conclude the cause of death. Examination of the lungs of the 

deceased had shown positively that Ardiansyah was killed in the water, not 

earlier. However, Papua Police investigators were still investigating whether 

the victim was killed or not. 

 

When asked about the terror against journalists in Merauke via short message 

(SMS), Bekto said, threats or terror could happen anywhere. He himself 

admitted that he often received such threats. "We have investigated, the 

problem was to uncover a terror case that required a tool to track the sender's 

number and that tool was only available at the National Police Headquarters," 

he said. 

 

The case of Ardiansyah's death was handled by the Merauke Resort Police, 

Papua Police. The Merauke Police Chief at that time, AKBP Djoko Prihadi, 
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said in a press conference that Ardiansyah died of suicide. The case was 

closed. Djoko added that if there was new information and evidence that led 

to the murder, the case would be reopened. 

 

Although Komnas HAM's investigation results found early indications that 

Ardiansyah's death was related to the Merauke Regional Head Election 

process, the legal process for this case was unclear. 

 

Last June 2022, a team from AJI requested the results of the examination of 

witnesses (BAP) on Ardiansyah's death to the Merauke Resort Police. The 

BAP document was not found. The head of the Merauke Police Criminal 

Investigation Unit, AKP Najamuddin, said that the new BAP for criminal 

cases in Merauke was recorded starting from the case that occurred in 2012. 

Meanwhile, cases that occurred before that year had not been recorded. "We 

have also unpacked the files in the warehouse, but the files in question were 

not there," he said last June 2022. 

 

Joansyah regretted that this case was not revealed even though it had been 12 

years. This death certainly affected the family because he was the 

breadwinner. He hopes the cause of death is discovered. "Actually, there is a 

desire on the part of the family to investigate this death. We just do not know 

where to start. Because the police themselves, who have the facilities and 

capabilities, cannot get evidence, witnesses, and motives (for this murder)," 

he said. 
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for different media for the past 20 years. She was the Head of the iNewstv 

Ambon Bureau and the Editorial Manager of Tribunambon.com and now 

owns and manages two online media, namely Ambonkita.com and 

Terasmaluku.com. She had the opportunity to learn about Investigative 

Reporting in Boston, America, in 2001 and Economic Reporting in 

Melbourne, Australia, in 2008. She became a speaker on Peace Journalism in 

Myanmar, Malaysia, and Thailand. She was also the founder and former 

Chairman of the Alliance of Independent Journalists (AJI) of Ambon City 

from 2011-2014. While active in the organization, she advocated for two 

cases of the murder of journalists, namely Ridwan Salamun, a contributor to 

SunTV in Tual, Southeast Maluku, and Alfrets Mirulewan, Head of the 

Rainbow Tabloid Maluku, on Kisar Island, Southwest Maluku. These two 

events demonstrate the vulnerability of the journalist profession from danger. 

 

 

 

ince the beginning of advocating for the murder of this journalist, it 

appears that there was an intentional disappearance of evidence and 

the perpetrators. The real perpetrator or the main actor in the murder 

of Alfrets Mirulewan has not been revealed until now. The punishment for the 

four perpetrators was also not maximal. However, this case fell under the 

category of premeditated murder. He was held captive and tortured before 

being thrown into the sea. Rewriting this story, personally, was quite 

emotionally draining. I got information from the beginning about Alfrets who 

went missing and was soon found in Nama Beach in a pathetic condition. We 

can only pray that what happened to Alfrets never happens again to 

journalists, especially those covering the islands of Maluku, an area where 

the situation is far from safe. Hopefully!  

S 
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9. 
Alfrets Mirulewan (2010) 

Death from Fuel Oil Coverage 
 

 

 

 

 

nitially, Alfrets Mirulewan, the Chief Editor of Pelangi Maluku Weekly, 

was curious about the high price of fuel oil. When he bought gasoline, the 

price was Rp25 thousand per liter. In fact, the highest retail price set by 

the Southwest Maluku Regency Government is Rp8 thousand per liter. He 

decided to investigate the cause. 

 

The high price might be triggered by the scarcity of fuel in Wonreli City, 

Southwest Maluku. This suspicion was strong because of the smuggling of 

fuel to Timor Leste. The scarcity occurred even when Pertamina's tanker was 

at Nama Beach Port to supply fuel. The supply of fuel to Kisar reached Rp50 

thousand liters per supply. 

 

To investigate this fuel shortage, on December 14, 2010, Alfrets went to 

Nama Beach Harbor. He was accompanied by two journalists in Kisar, 

namely Jeremias Maahury and Leksi Kikilay. The three were at the port until 

late at night. Two of his friends then briefly returned to Wonreli, but Alfrets 

continued his coverage. 

 

I 
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Alfrets Mirulewan (on the left, not wearing a hat) interviewing a 

resource person. Photo: Insany Syahbarwaty 

 

That was the last meeting of Jeremias Maahury and Leksi Kikilay with 

Alfrets alive. After that Alfrets had reportedly been missing for three days. 

Until finally on December 17, 2010, there was the discovery of the body of a 

28-year-old man in the sea of Nama Beach, who was later identified as 

Alfrets Mirulewan. 

 

*** 

 

Alfrets was born in Tutuwaru, Ambon City, on November 14, 1982, to 

Nikolas and Dominggas Mirulewan. After graduating from SMEA, he had 

time to register and take a test as a soldier in Kupang, East Nusa Tenggara. 

His determination was very strong to become a soldier. Every year he tried 

his luck even though he failed. 

 

After three tests but never passed, Afrets then looked at the world of writing. 

This was actually a hobby that he had been involved in for a long time. He 

benefited from the situation because his older cousin, Thomy Mirulewan, 

was a TVRI journalist in Kupang. Alfrets learned from Thomy about how to 

be a journalist. 
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Alfred Mirulewan. Photo: Personal Documentation 

 

Alfrets later joined the Pelangi Maluku Weekly. This media was managed 

independently by a number of young journalists who were worried about 

various inequalities in some urban districts in Maluku but the stories did not 

appear in the mainstream media. Some of Alfret's writings criticized 

government policies. He was also appointed to be the editor-in-chief of this 

media. 

 

Thomy shared his experience with Alfrets while covering the smuggling of 

300 tons of sugar from Timor Leste to Kupang. Both of them had revealed 

the hoarding of fuel in the city of Kupang involving security forces. "We 

disguised ourselves by participating in fishing in the sea and succeeded in 

dismantling the mafia hoarding fuel to Timor Leste on the West Timor 

border in Atambua," said Thomy when contacted by telephone, on June 3, 

2022. 

 

When Alfrets was entrusted with being the editor-in-chief of Pelangi Maluku 

Weekly, Thomy reminded his nephew of the dangers of being a journalist, 

especially being the editor-in-chief. "Frets, being the chief executive is not 

easy. You have to be careful with your writing. It's a big responsibility," he 

said, repeating the message he had given to Alfrets. 
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*** 

 

Thomy remembers his last contact with Alfrets occurred on December 14, 

2010, in the afternoon. At that time Alfrets planned to cover the alleged fuel 

smuggling in Wonreli City, Southwest Maluku. "My message to Frets at that 

time was, this is a world-class mafia because of the international oil business. 

So you have to be careful and you cannot walk alone," he said. 

 

Alfrets followed that advice. He went to Nama Beach Harbor with two of his 

friends. They covered there until almost midnight. In the middle of the night, 

his two friends returned to the city, Alfrets remained there. After that, the 

accident happened. After three days of not being caught in the jungle, 

suddenly a fisherman saw a corpse floating on the surface of the sea in Nama 

Beach, at around 03.00 in the morning. The unfortunate man was identified 

as Alfrets. 

 

The police informed the family that Alfrets' body was taken to the Serwaru 

Health Center and put in a coffin. The family refused and asked that the body 

should be opened to ensure that the one in the coffin was indeed the deceased 

Alfrets. Thomy asked for an autopsy as well. Family requests were met. 

 

 
 

Alfrets Mirulewan's grave in Kisar, Maluku. Photo: Insany Syahbarwaty 
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The body was then autopsied by the Wonreli Health Center medical team led 

by the Head of the Puskesmas. The results of the examination by the medical 

team of the Wonreli Health Center stated that Alfrets died in an accident due 

to drowning after falling into the sea. The family doubted the results and 

asked for a repeat autopsy. Thomy believes Afrets was killed because he had 

a lot of bruises on his body. 

*** 

 

News of Alfrets' disappearance reached the Maluku Media Center (MMC) on 

December 15, 2015. Insany Syahbarwaty, the MMC Coordinator, received 

the news from Yani Kapasiang, a journalist from Southwest Maluku 

Regency. Two days later, the next news came that fishermen found Alfrets' 

body on the sea surface in the waters of Nama Beach, Wonreli, Kisar, 

Southwest Maluku, at around 03.00 WIT in the morning. 

 

MMC then coordinated with the Press Council, the journalists' organization 

Alliance of Independent Journalists (AJI), and the Press Legal Aid Institute 

(LBH) in Jakarta. The Press Council assigned MMC to Kisar to dig up 

information about Alfrets' death. For five days, the team, which was funded 

by the Press Council, worked to find facts on the ground about the murder of 

Alfrets. 

 

As a result, the team had a tentative conclusion that Alfrets might have been 

killed because of his coverage of fuel distribution. A number of eyewitnesses 

said there was a sound of bickering recorded on Alfret's cellphone when his 

body was found. The recording also mentioned the name of the Commander 

of the Port Security Implementing Unit (KPPP) Evert Fase as the owner of 

illegal fuel which was being investigated by Alfrets. He disappeared a few 

hours after being around the KPPP Port of Nama Beach post. 

 

According to several eyewitnesses, on December 14, 2010, at around 23:00 

WIT, they saw Alfrets getting into an argument with the Kisar Marine and 

Coast Guard (KPLP) officer, Giovani Alfons Assan. This was corroborated 

by the evidence of the sound recording of an argument between Giovani and 

Alfrets on the memory card of the victim's cellphone. In the recording, 

Giovani admitted that the BBM that was being unloaded from LCT Cantika 

belonged to Evert Fase. 

 

The team's findings were strengthened by the results of the investigation by 

the Komnas HAM Maluku Representative. MMC reported this to the Maluku 

DPRD to pressure the Maluku Regional Police to act because of the personal 

involvement of the police in Alfrets' death. The Maluku Provincial DPRD 
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then invited the MMC and the Maluku Police Chief, Brigadier General Syarif 

Gunawan to explain the case. In addition to complaining to the DPR, there 

was also a demonstration to the Maluku Regional Police regarding the 

alleged involvement of the police personnel. 

 

In a meeting at the Maluku DPRD, on December 21, 2010, the Maluku 

Police Chief, Brigadier General Syarif Gunawan, denied the findings of the 

MMC and Komnas HAM. The Kapolda stated that there was no KPPP post 

in Kisar and Evert Fase was not the KPPP commander. He also dismissed 

allegations that Alfrets was murdered and believed he fell into the sea 

because he was drunk. 

 

In this case, there was also an oddity about the two post-mortem results by 

doctors at the Serwaru Health Center, with different results. The results of the 

first post-mortem stated that there were several bruises on Alfrets' face and 

eyes. The results of the second post-mortem annulled the injury. 

 

This was evidenced by the issuance of different statements by the Maluku 

Regional Police and the West Southeast Maluku Police (MTB) receiving the 

post-mortem report from the same source, namely the Southern Islands 

Sector Police in Kisar. 

 

In a meeting at the DPRD, the Head of the West Southeast Maluku (now 

Southwest Maluku) Police, Adjunct Senior Commissioner Aris Budiarsa, 

said that the post-mortem results did not reveal any marks of torture or blunt 

objects. The bruises on Alfrets' body were due to more than 36 hours in the 

water. Regarding the abrasions, it was suspected that they were eaten by fish, 

not abused. 

 

The statement regarding the post-mortem was different from the explanation 

given by the Head of Public Relations of the Maluku Police, Adjunct Senior 

Commissioner Johanes Huwae, who previously admitted when interviewed 

by reporters that the wounds on the victim's body were the marks of abuse. 

The results of the doctor's examination stated that Alfrets died of unnatural 

death and there were signs of violence on his body. 

 

This different statement from a police official sparked suspicions that 

something was wrong in the process of investigating this case. AKBP Aris 

Budiarsa, December 20, 2010, told reporters that although 17 people have 

been investigated in this case, the police had not dared to conclude the cause 

of death. "From the examination of 17 witnesses, there were two people who 
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claimed to have seen Alfrets drunk at Nama Beach Pier, Kisar, Wednesday 

(15 December) in the morning," he said. 

 

MMC, during the meeting at the DPRD, urged the Kapolda to hand the case 

over to the National Police Headquarters to make it more neutral. A thorough 

autopsy also needed to be carried out by the National Police Headquarters to 

determine the exact cause of Alfret's death. These efforts paid off. The 

Central Forensic Laboratory Team (Puslabfor) of the National Police 

Headquarters arrived in Kisar on January 9, 2011, to re-autopsy Alfrets' 

body. 

 

This case was finally handled by the Maluku Police, taken over from the 

Southwest Maluku Police. The police then named five suspects suspected of 

being involved in the murder of Alfrets Mirulewan. "From the results of the 

examination of 33 witnesses, five people are strongly suspected of molesting 

and killing Alfrets Mirulewan," said Director of Criminal Investigation at the 

Maluku Police Kombes Pol Jhon Siahaan. 

 

The five suspects are respectively: Imanuel Belly alias Bampret; Risan 

Austen alias Risan; Brigadier Markus Sahureka alias Macho; Ricard 

Ririhena/Salampessy alias Is; and Thomas Rupilu. Of the five suspects, one 

was known to be a member of the Maluku Regional Police's Ditpolairud, 

namely Brigadier Markus Sahureka. The other two, Imanuel and Thomas 

Rupilu, were employees of the CV Yotowawa Premium Oil Agent (APMS) 

owned by Titus Tilukay, who distributed fuel to Kisar Island. 

 

On March 10, 2011, the First Brigadier's team of lawyers, Markus Sahureka, 

reported the Maluku Police Direskrim, Kombes Pol Jhoni Siahaan, to the 

Maluku National Human Rights Commission. According to Markus, he 

became a victim of fabrication and was forced to confess to being involved in 

the murder. He withdrew his statement in the BAP. The other four suspects 

also withdrew the information in the BAP. Of the five suspects, only Risan 

Austen was no longer a suspect because he was not proven to be involved. 

 

This case file had been back and forth between the prosecutor and the police. 

The first file was submitted to the Maluku Attorney General's Office in 

February 2011. The Prosecutor's Office returned the file to the police in early 

March for correction. The police sent another to the prosecutor's office in 

early April. The Prosecutor's Office returned the file to investigators on April 

8, 2011, for correction. The Attorney General's Office then transferred the 

case to the Saumlaki District Court, West Southeast Maluku in early May 

2011. 
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*** 

The inaugural trial of the four accused murderers of Alfrets was held on May 

25, 2011, at the Saumlaki District Court, West Southeast Maluku. Public 

Prosecutors J. Pattipeilohy and M. Saliama charged them with primary 

charges of the Criminal Code Article 340 in conjunction with article 55 

paragraph 1 to 1 and subsidiary article 351 junto article 55 with a life 

sentence. 

 

In testimony before the court, it was revealed that Richard Samuel 

Salampessy, Markus Sahureka, and Thomas Rupilu approached Alfrets who 

was sleeping. They immediately grabbed the victim's collar to wake him up. 

When Alfrets was standing, one of them hugged Alfrets so he could not fight 

back. 

 

After that, Richard hit Alfrets with an iron pipe. The blow knocked the victim 

unconscious. Then, Markus Sahureka leaned Alfrets body against the wall. 

The two called Immanuel Belly who was outside the warehouse to help lift 

Alfrets. Finally, they threw Alfrets into the sea. 

 

In the trial on January 10, 2011, the judge found them guilty. Richard 

Salampessy was sentenced to nine years in prison, Markus Sahureka 7 years, 

Imanuel Belly 5 years, and Thomas Rupilu 3 years. According to Judge Putu 

Gde Hariadi, the four defendants were found guilty of molesting Alfrets to 

death. However, the motives of the perpetrators were not seen during the trial 

because all four denied their actions. The four defendants appealed but were 

rejected. 

 

The Afrets family was disappointed by the verdict. Thomy Mirulewan said 

that the family considered the court's decision to be very light in the case of 

premeditated murder that befell Alfrets. ''The verdict was very light. Not 

worth what happened to Alfrets. He was carrying out his journalistic duties 

when he was killed," said this reporter for TVRI Kupang. 

 

Thomy assessed that the involvement of police personnel in this murder case 

damaged the image of the National Police institution and should be given a 

heavier sentence. He hopes that no more journalists will be killed in 

Indonesia and that they are free to carry out their journalistic duties without 

fear of losing their lives. “Alfrets was enough. No more. The state must 

protect this profession," he said. 
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Alfrets' body was buried in the middle of his family's garden in Mesyapi 

Hamlet, Wonreli, Kisar Island. His grave was just a mound of earth 

surrounded by cassava trees and shrubs. No tombstones. The location of the 

grave was only about 50 meters from the house of his uncle, Rein Katipana. 

Alfrets left his wife, Linda Sarak, and one-year-old daughter, Jen Sarak. In 

2020, Linda remarried and has one son. 
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